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ABSTRACT
CAPILLARY ELECTROPHORESIS OF POLYELECTROLYTES IN DILUTE
NEUTRAL POLYMER SOLUTIONS:
SIMULATIONS AND MODEL EXPERIMENTS
MAY 1998
MARGARET E. STARKWEATHER, B.S. UNIVERSITY OF
MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
M.S., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Ph.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Professor David A. Hoagland
and Professor M. Muthukumar
The (>l(H:trophoretic separation of polyelectrolytcs in dilute neutral polymer solu-
tions are investigated through computer simulations and capillary electrophoresis
experiments. The isolated entanglement dynamics of a mobile "probe" polyelec-
trolyte and "host" neutral polymer are simulated, using a Monte Carlo algorithm,
])roviding insight into the effect of various probe and host parameters on molecular
weight discrimination. Experiments employing narrow dispersity molecular weight
fractions of pullulan as model host, and poly(styrene sulfonate) as model probe,
are used for investigation of bulk separation trends, in particular, to assess the role
of host molecular weight. Both sinmlation and experiments indicate that probe
separation in dilute matrices is dominated by the duration of probe/host entangle-
uuuits. Single probe/host pairs alone are shown to impart a strong molecular weight
vii
discrimination, and this discrimination is highly affected by the size of the matrix
polymer. A plot of probe mobility versus log of molecular weight is sigmoidal with
the "best" separation occurring at comparable probe and host molecular weights.
Probe separations are noted at concentrations as low as c*/8. A new understanding
of the underlying molecular mechanisms of separation in dilute polymer solution
matrices is achieved.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Int(!r(!,st ill capillary (!l(H:tropli()i(;sis lor inacroioii s('])aTat.i()ii has f^rowii dramat-
ically ill I lie past decade, with tlu; tocliiiiqiK! iiicrcasiiij^ly used to separate and se-
(luonc(! proteins, DNA restriction fragments, and oth(>r polyelectrolyt(>s. Hxux'iitly,
much attention has lbcus(!d on applications of capillary electrophoresis that employ
a dilut(> neutral polymer solution in i)lax;e of the traditional gel media, [1 4]. The
sul)stituti()n allows a more complete realization of tli(» speed, (>fficiency, and automa-
tion of the capillary geometry but also chang(\s, in a i)r()f()uii(l way. the underlying
nioleeuhn dynamics. Little is known about the new dynamics and how they rehvte
to the coi-responding dynamics in a gel. Th(> aim of the i)res(nit dissertation is
to (hM>pen the understanding of these dynaniics in ordvv to hett(n- optiini/e c-xist-
ing separations and to extend the new capillary techni(|ues to adchtional polymer
syst(Mns.
1.1 Electrophoresis
Electrophoresis, delined by the movement of charged solutes in response to an
applied electric field, was described as early as the b(>ginning of the IDth c(>ntury.
Until tli(^ mid 20th century, electrophoresis was performed in free solution, i.e., in
tli(> absence of a support matrix, and mostly with chargXHl ])articles, not charged
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mol(x:ul(^s. The most outstanding application of cdoctrophoivsis from this on.v\y po-
riod was tlic analysis of serum protiens, publisluui m 1937 by the Swodisl, ( hcmiist
Arno Tis('lius[5], work for which he later received the Nohvl Prize. Use of "Tis(-lins"
typo apparatus contiinied in the 1940's and 1950's[C]. Since the discovery of the
DNA (lo,il,l(> helix, th(> increasingly more sophisticated variants of electrophoresis
have l)(>( (,m(- in(lispensabl(> in !)i()chemistry and molecular biology. T(>chni(iues of
('l(!<:tn)ph()r(;tic s(!paration hav(> evolved from low resolution and limited applica-
tion, to a iiniltitud(! of sophisticated analytical and preparative tools of nnrivalkni
resolving power used in almost every aspect of basic or a])pli(-d bioitHHlical and
clinical r(!S(;arch.
El(>ctroi)horetic motion is d(!scrib(!(l by llu! t(!rm (ilectrophoretic mobilily, //,.
At steady state; conditions tlu; viscous drag of the medium balances tlu; driving
force of the applied electric potential gradient E. The resulting v(>locity /; which is
measured experimcnitally, yields mobility by:
/' = !• (1.1)
Variations in (^l(K:tr()])h()r(M,i(: mobility of .srn.r/,// i)articl(^s in I'wv solntion distinguish
coiiipotinds l)as(Kl on their olfoctivc charge to si/(^ ratios. For hugcr partich^s, dis-
tinction is a more complex phenomcuion. Separation, in gcnicual, is obtained tlirough
the manipulation of some aspect of the ratio of the effective electrical driving force
on the particle to the mechanical and electrical resistive forces of the medium.
Traditional separation media include polyacrylaniidc^ and agarose slab gels, pa-
per, starch, and cellulose acetate. Crosslinked polyacrylamide and agarOvSe are most
commonly used for slab type separation, and have become the norm for protein and
nucleic acid analysis. A gel matrix acts as an anticonvective medium, ensuring the
preservation of sharp zones of separated samples during the course of an exixMinion-
tal run. Additionally, the gel provides configurational restrictions that endow the
electrophoretic velocity a dependence on solute shape and/or siz(«. Polyacrylamide
gels can be tailored to specific separation applications through variation of ini-
tiators and conditions such as temperature, additives, concentration of luonoiners
and d(;gree of cross-linking[7]. Pore sizes range from 2-30 nm[8 iO]. The success
of polyacrylamide for separation of proteins is largely attributable t(^ its por(> sizes
having simihir dimensions to those of many proteins[ll]. Other advantages include
o])tical transpannicy, electrical neutrality and hydrophilicity. Agarose, with i)ore
sizes on the order of 50-200 iim and high(>r[12], is more commonly used for the
separation of high molecular mass DNA fragiiKuits and larger prot(>iiis.
G(!l electrophoresis as performed in the majority of laboratori(!s today, continiKis
to b(! a manual process in which gels ar(! poured, separation is run, bands are
visualiz(>d by means of a staining/destaining process, and a photograph of the gel
is tak(>ii to provide an experimental record. As such, the slab format experiment
remains slow, labor intensive, nonciuantitative, and difficult to aut()mate[13]. Lack
of sufficient heat dissipation restricts usage to low field strengths, and run times
are on the ordtn* of many hours.
1.2 Capillary Electrophoresis
Capillary electroj^hortisis is a, relativ(>ly n(;w separation t(H:hni(iu(' and is well
suited lor handling small amounts of sample material. A similar technicjue of
"iriicro-electroplioresis" in fine silk fibers was develpped in the 1950's for the identi-
fication of riboneucleotides in single cells[14]. Free solution capillary electrophoresis
was first reported by Mikkers et al.[15] in 1979 in a small 200 fi/ni i.d. Teflon capil-
lary. Th(> present instrumental configuration was introduced in 1981 by Jorgx^nson
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and Lukac:s[16] who first used Pyrex capillaries, and subsequently, those composed
of fused silica[17]. The small diameter capillary dissipates heat so well that volt-
ages as high as 30 kV are effectively used, reducing separation times to the order
of r>l() minutes in a 1 meter capillary, and achieving high separation efficiencies
bettcM- than those of high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC)[18].
A variety of separation modes have been developed for CE. Free solution tech-
ni(iu('s include; Capillary Zone Electrophoresis (CZE), Micellar Electrokinetic Cap-
illary C;hromatography (MECC), Capillary Isotachophoresis (CITP), and Capillary
Isoelectric Focusing (CIEF). Techniques incorporating a separation medium include
Capillary Gel Electrophoresis (CGE) and Polymer Solution Capillary Electrophore-
sis (PSCE) (which also includes dilute po/ymer solutions). The operative separation
iii(H:hanism in CZE relies primarily on differences in the mean solute surface po-
tential and the method provides separation of bases, nucleosides, nucleotides, small
oligoinicleotides, and detection of DNA damage. MECC, with similar applications,
exploits the motion of charged surfactant micelles to separate analytes according
to tli(>ir degree of partitioning into the hydrophobic micelle core. CITP is pri-
marily us(h1 as a preconcentration technique for CZE and MECC, a strategy in
which the samples are placed between a moving boundary of leading and termi-
nating electrolytes, and during migration are "squeezed" between the two. CIEF,
primarily used for proteins, separates according to isoelectric point. The gel and
polymer solution methods exploit configuratioiial restrictions to provide size and
charge discrimination to large analytes; applicationa are found for oligonucleotides,
primers, probes, antisense DNA, PCR products, large dsDNA, point mutations,
DNA sequencing and synthetic polyelectrolytes[19]
Capillary Gel Electrophoresis has proven difficult to implement, with success
only found with crosslinked polyacrylamide. Although these gels have demon-
strated great potential for single base pair resolution of ss-DNA up to about 450
bp[20 23], their applicability for restriction mapping is limited to ds-DNA smaller
than about 2 kbp. Gels are difficult to crosslink homogeneously in small capillaries,
as bubbles are often trapped and the gel matrix tends to debond from the capillary
wall. Agarose gels have provided only poor separations in a capillary[24, 25] and
furthermore do not form an optically transparent separation matrix.
1.2.1 Development of Dilute Solution Matrices
Rec(>nt reports suggest that neutral polymer solutions, prepared at concentra-
tions below the entanglement threshold, comprise a suitable alternative media for
elec-.trophot-etic separation of long chain molecules. Specifically, fast and (^fficicnit
separations of DNA restriction fragments of uj) to 23,000 base pairs (bp) have been
achieved with liydroxyethyl cellulose (HEC) solutions as low in concentration as
0.002 wt. % [2]. (J)ther uiicrosslinked linear polymers have also been successfully
exploited for DNA separation, including linear polyacrylaniide [2G,27], nu^tliyl cel-
lulos(> [28], puUulan [29], hydroxypropylcellulose [30], glucomannan [31], liquified
agarose [32], and polyethylene oxide (PEO) [33].
The use of an uncrosslinked neutral polymer matrix for the separation of macroions
was pioneered by Bode as early as 1976[34]. Although later applied to capillary
electrophoresis by Zhu et. a/. [35] and Chin et. a/. [36] the technique did not become
popular until the early 1990's when Barron, then a graduate student under the
direction of Soane and Blanch, published several studies conclusively (hMuoiistrat-
ing the iiuMhod's feasibility [1,2,37]. Dilute polymer solution matrices enable high
resolution DNA separations to be carried out in an uiicoated capillary, while cir-
(•umv(>iitiiig the problematic production of a stress free and homogeneous gel [^
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A primary advantage of dilute polymer solutions is that they form replaceable low
viscosity sieving matrices which allow ease of filling, flushing, and refilling of the
capillary between uses, allowing one capillary to be used for several weeks.
1.3 Goals and Objectives
Tn the field of molecular biology, the international effort to sequence the human
genome has fueled tremendous interest in the development of more efficient, repro-
ducible, and automated systems of macroion separation. Prior to the introduction
of linear polymer solutions for sieving, the incompatibility of the capillary geome-
try with a polymer matrix hampered the high through-put advantages of capillary
electrophoresis. Recently, fast and efficient separations have been achieved in both
dilute and ultradilutc; solutions of linear polymers. Although rapidly accepted,
the separation occurring in dilute matrices has highlighted the incompleteness of
our current theoretical understanding of the molecular dynamics involved in elec-
trophoretic separation.
The intention of this work is to investigate, at a molecular level, the mechanism
by which size discrimination is imparted to macroion transport in dilute poly-
mer solution capillary electrophoresis. Studies herein are aimed at deepening the
understanding of the chain dynamics producing the molecular weight dependent
separation. Through the investigation of factors such as neutral polymer matrix
molecular weight, probe (analyte) to matrix size ratio, matrix polydispersity, probe
charge density, and buffer solvent quality, a better understanding is reached regard-
ing those aspects which are unique to dilute solution separation. In a synergistic
combination of simulation and experiment, focus is placed on investigation of in-
dividual interactions, bulk tix.ids, and the in(:orporati(,n of past understandings of
gel electrophoresis.
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CHAPTER 2
BACKGROUND
Use of electrophoresis For (uiher separation or charaelx-ri/ation dcpcMuls strongly
on tli(! theoretical interpretation oi' the observed nic^bilities in terms of molecular
structure and chargx;. Successful interpretation of any electrokinetic m(!asurem(!nt,
including that of the mobility, b(!gins with a clear description of tlu; ionic atmo-
sphere of the solute in question. The exact location and Ix^liavior of couriterions,
dissolved salts, and solvent molecules surrounding a i)olymeric ion in solution are
difhcult to ascertain, and every mod(;l contains approximations. In the analysis of
polyiruMS. ionic considerations are additionally couphul with topological considera-
tions which significantly aHect i)a,rticl(> mobiHty. The distinction betw(>en iho many
interrelated factors is complex, and conclusions rely heavily on the assumi)ti()ns of
the model used for interpretation. The topcjlogical ambiguity of i)olyanions inter-
acting with neutral polynuus leaves much theoretical territory to be both mapped
and confirmed.
2.1 Models for Electrophoresis
Empirically, electrophoretic mobility, //, is found to be strongly affected by
va,ria])l(^s such as mohunilar weight or charge. Theoretically, this parameter provides
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a measun, of the exact electrokmetic coiKlitioii of the solute, reflecting all of the
forces acting on this solute, in the given solution (uivironment.
2.1.1 Free Solution Electrophoresis
At steady state, the driving force; of the external (>lectric field balances the
resistive forces of the surrounding medium. In fre(! solution, ai constant vc^locity,
t he direct driving force on the particle is proportional to the product of the solute
charge Q and the field strength E. This force is balanced by the frictional resistance
/ of th(! medium, whi(;li for very small particles in free solution obeys Stoke's law
f = ()7Trvr] (2.1)
wlu>re r is th(> radius of the particle, v is the velocity, and // is th(> viscosity of the
Tnediuin[;59]. Variations in electrophoretic mobility of small particles in free solution
distinguish (:omi)ouiids bas(!d on their effective charge to size ratios. Normally,
however, solut(;s are too large to follow such a simple rul(!.
More generally, one identifies four primary forces in the analysis of the motion
of an electrophoresing particle.
Fj, + Fr + Fc + Fa=0 (2.2)
The primary force Fe, iiotcid above, is directly exerted by the external electric field
on the charges, and is expressed as
Fe = QxE (2.3)
where Q is the charge on the particle and E is the strength of the electric field. In
response to the held driven motion, the mechanical resistance of the surrounding
medium F/,^ is expressed as frictional drag, written as
Fj. = f X V (2.4)
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where / is the coefficient of friction and is the velocity. The remaining two forces
arise due to the presence of small ions surrounding the central particle; these ions
constitute the ionic atmosphere. The ionic cloud posesses a net opposite charge
to that of th(> particle, and the external field thus exerts an oppositely directed
force on these ions. This diffuse charge has two primary effects. Mechanically, the
forc(- of the Held on the ionic atmosphere is transferred to the solvent molecules
surrounding the particle. The force Fc is the electrophoretrc retardation due to
the How (>r these mol(!cules in a direction opposite the local hydrodynamic flow.
Electrically, the distribution of ions in the ionic atmosphere is deformed, by the
external H(!ld, from its (!quilibrium shape. The effect of the net charge of the cloud
b(ung s(!parated from the center of the particle charges is to produce a dipole field
in opposition to the appli(>d field. This secondary phenomenon is referred to as the
rc.laxaiiov. effect, creating a force Fa through the induced dipole field.
Tli(! forces Fc and Fa are interdependent and highly complicated functions of
the ionic composition of the solution. Their calculation depends on a qualitative
descri[)ti()ii of the structure and dynamics of the ionic atmosphere, referred to as
the electrical doul)l(> layer. The electrokinetic analysis of a spherical particle is
fairly W{>11 (>volved and commonly used as an approximation for polymer coils.
The foundation of the model for double layer structure is the independent treat-
ments by Gouy[40] and Chapman[41], in which the Poisson-Boltzman equation
) ^ ,47r, ,z,e^^ ^
v'^I^ = -(— )n^^^exp(-^) (2.5)
is used to describe the distribution of ions and potential near a charged surface.
Refinements by Stern[42], further elaborated by Grahame[43], treat the inner layer
of adsorbed ions separately, while maintaining the Gouy-Chapman theory as the
basis for describing the outer diffuse layer. Application of the Poisson-Boltzman
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equation to spherical particles, and assumption of small surface potential leads to
the popular Debye-Huckel[44] approximation, in which the decay of the potential
in near a charge attached to a particle of radius a, is approximately described by
^(r) = ^'(a)- exp[K(a - r)] (2.6)
K,~^ expr(>sses the thickness of the double layer
1 , e.e„kT i
= L 2 2 ' (2.7)
and is r(!ferred to as the Debye-Hiickel screening length. From the description of
the ionic atmosphere, the electrophoretic mobility of the particle in free solution
is calculat(!d by simultaneously solving continuity, momentum, and conservation of
ions equations. (Ignoring Fr, a second order term that also depends on mobilities
of small ions in the ion atmosphere).
2.1.2 Electrophoresis in a Medium
The free solution electrophoretic mobility of double-stranded DNA and other
uniformly charged polyelectrolytes displays little, if any, dependence on molecular
weight [45]. To endow the needed dependence, electrophoretic separations are
nearly always performed in the presence of a neutral support matrix, most often
a semi-rigid crosslinked gel containing pores of molecular size. Although originally
termed "anti-convective" agents, the role of the gel in the separation of polyions is
considerably more active than this label suggests.
The remarkable success of electrophoresis gels in fractionating polyelectrolytes
by molecular weight has motivated theorists to develop separation models that
focus on field-biased chain transport in rigid porous media; the models typically
introduce variables such as gel concentration, probe/pore size ratio, and cross-
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link density. Despite significant and sustained effort[46], the interaction between a
niigrating probe chain and the fixed host matrix remains incompk^tely niuUnstood.
Mokunilar weight dependent mobiUty is often described through an (expression
scaling (>lectrophoretic mobility // to molecular weight N
// oc N-"' (2.8)
An iiicr(!as(; in the exponent cv indicates improved separation. Numerous factors
affect (Y, including field strength, solvent (luality. matrix and analyte length scales,
matrix and analyte topology, buffer salt concentration, visc:osity, temperature, and
pH.
Size distinction between charged species is imparted by differences in tlieir de-
gree of intcu-action witli th(> matrix. Three n^gimes of matrix confinement aiv. dv.-
lin(>ated for g(>l el(H:trophoresis, })ased on th(> r(>hitive length scales of analyte to
matrix. Th(> regimes reflect the ratio of some characteristic analyte size i?. to the
mean matrix mesh size,
^, as illustrated in Figure 2.3. Plotting the electrophoretic
mobility or its logarithm against the logarithim of molecular weight yields a curve
with characteristics reflective of the tliree transport modes: the weak molecular
weight, (h>pendeiice of si(>ving (obeying a stretched exponential function) >'ields to
the stronger molecular weight (lei)endence of entropic bairitus transport (a,pi)rox-
irnately exponential) which then yields to the more moderate molecular weight
dependence of reptation or biased reptation (power law). Figure 2.4 displays mo-
bilities of poly (styrene sulfonate) in the three confinement regimes.
Ill the "un-confined" regime where the ratio j <€. I, the, medium merely n^stricts
the particle at a level of translation, highlighting aspects of the translational Brow-
nian motion, surface area and net charge. The "weakly confined" n-gioii in which
I
« 1 is characterized by both translational and configurational restriction, i^ro-
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viding strong molecular weight dependence to migration velocities and highlighting
contour length (molecular weight), stiffness (Kuhn length), chain architecture, and
rliarge distribution. In the "strongly confined" regime, f » 1, the particle ex-
periences stronger configurational restriction as it interacts with the matrix more
intensely both mechanically and electrically. The length scales of the particle's
motion being probed are smaller and more internal, focusing on qualities such as
stiff'ness, cross-sectional diameter, and intraparticle interactions. The molecular
w(!ight d(^p(>ndence of the particles' mobility in this regime is reduced as the level
of coniinciiKint increases.
Steric Models
Ogston Model: The Ferguson plot is one of the earliest empirical relationships
established in gel electrophoresis. Presented in 1964, Ferguson's work[47] on starch
gel clectrophorc'sis demonstrated a linear relationship between the logarithm of
electroi)lioretic mobility and total concentration of gel. Confirming this relationship
on polyacrylamide gels, Morris[48] and Rodbard and Chrambach[49, 50] developed
the sieving theory of gel electrophoresis. Based on a mathematical model presented
by Ogston[51], describing the distribution of spaces in a random network of straight
fibers. The electrophoretic mobility of a spherical partical of radius R is assumed
to be proportional to the probability of that particle finding a pore size greater
than or equal to R. See Figure 2.1.
The ratio of mobility in the medium to that in the absence of the medium is
given by
^ = exp[-A(f>{R + if] (2.9)
Mo
where //,„ is the free solution mobility, Ais d coeflScient, R is the radius of the particle
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Figure 2.1 Visual representation of the classical Ogston model
where the hard sphere of radius R describes the poly-
mer chain and the matrix is a random fiber network of
radius r.
and / is Ihc radius of the gel fiber. Referred to as the classical Ogston sieving model,
this relationship finds validity in the unconstrained regime, si)ecifically for smaller
DNA in less concentrated gels and lower field strengths[52].
Reptation model: Originally introduced by de Gennes[53], and extended by
Doi and Edwards[54, 55] to account for polymer diffusion in melts, the tight-tube
reptation model has been shown[56,57] to account for the inverse relationship be-
tween electrophoretic mobility and molecular weight, observed in agarose gels at
low electric field strengths by Southern[58]. The motion of the polymer chain in
the gel is viewed as a snake moving along the axis of a fictitious tube defincnl by
the constraints of the matrix, as shown in Figure 2.2, such motion has been found
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applicable in the highly constrained regime where the chains are long and the pore
sizes are small, j > 1
Figure 2.2 Geometric representation of the Reptation Model
wherein the polymer matrix is depicted by (*) defining
a tube along which the polymer chain reptates.
The reptation model predicts that a polymer chain of uniform charge Q will
have a mobility given by
(2.10)
which, for a Gaussian chain with scaling exponent = 1/2, is proportional to
{RD is the mean square end to end distance of the chain during migration in the
applied field direction, / is the translational friction coefficient (/ oc A^), L is the
tube length, and a, the average distance between constraints is proportional to the
primitive path step, [N = L/a). Extentions of the model incorporate the effect of
field bias on the probability of chain segments exiting the tube[59, 60]. Mobility in
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the biased reptaUon model is expressed in simplified form as
(2.11)
where Q is the total charge; on the chain, ^ is the total friction coefficient, N,, is
the total mimber of tube segments and e is the dimensionk^ss electric field strcnigth
(e = qEa/3kT) in which q is the charge per unit segnuuit of average length a, E
is the applied electric field, k is the Boltzman constant and T is the temperature;.
The e'^ term describes the diminishing dependence of mobility on with increasing
field strength[61]. At very high fields, a "stretched" conformation is induced as the
polymer chain is oriented in the field direction, giving rise to a mode of transport
referred to a-s Ina.ned repiaiion with Hf/retchin()\^2,(^'i\.
Therniodyiiamic Model
Entropic Barriers: Originally devciloped in a series of papers by Muthukumar
and cow()rkers[64 67], to exi)lain an intermediate regime observed in a diffusion
simulation, tin; entroijic barriers mod(;l provid(>s a broad based tlunmodynamic
d(!scription of dillusion tJirough matrix confincanents or jjores. Based on Bolt/man
partitioning between compartments of different levels of confinement, the difiusion
D of a polymer chain in a random porous medium is expressed relative to its
unconfined value as
^=exp{^) (2.12)
Do Kb I
where AF is the change in free energy, of entropic origin, due to the increased con-
finement of the chain in a small cavity or bottleneck. Central to the idea of entropic
barriers transport, is the idea that a chain prefers to minimize its free energy by
maximizing its configurational entropy, and remaining for longer periods of time in
the more open spaces of the medium, while it searches for entropic "gates" through
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which it can sucessfully squeeze. It has been shown that when the gates or bot-
tlenecks possess a random heterogeneous distribution of energetic barrier heights,
the N dependence of diffusion is ampUfied over that of a homogeneous medium.
In addition to an N dependent barrier crossing rate, the barrier height vanabiUty
provides N dependent differences in barrier crossing capacity, wherein "eiitropic
traps" are size discriminatory. See Figure 2.5[68, 69]. Electrophoretic separation
by mok>cular weight occurs when the barrier height differences between different
moUicular weight chains is highlighted by their interaction with the environment
of the; matrix, through the "entropic trap" residence time. Maximum molecular
weight dependent mobility occurs when this time is in a range which most highly
amplifies the differences in the barrier crossing capabilities between different molec-
ular w(ught polymers, and is found to be where the mesh sizes of the matrix and
the i)olymer dimensions are comparable i.e. j ^ 1.
Applicability of Gel Models
In a rigid gel matrix, the motions of a homologous series of probe chains can be
roughly correlated with the ratio of average chain size to average pore size. Some
investigators have justified similar descriptions for probe motion in entangled so-
lutions by viewing these sluggish but fluid-like matrix materials as "virtual gels"
[38]. This hypothesis has not yet been firmly evaluated. In a rigid gel, when the
chain/pore size ratio is small, Ogston-type sieving appears to explain molecular
weight dependent chain transport [49,51], although the underpinnings of the orig-
inal sieving theory by Ogston and others have been seriously questioned [70]. At
the opposite extreme, when the chain/pore ratio is large, the reptation model de-
scribes transport with reasonable success [53,59,60,71], especially with the model
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modificcl 1,,) account for field-iiuluccHl chai.i orientation [02,63]. Finally for tho
intornK.liate caso, when the relevant size ratio lies n(>ar unity, th<- entropir bar-
riers model [64,65,67,72] suggests that a coupling of chain ilexihmty to nuMliuin
inhomogeneity defines a regime of entropically activat(Hl transport. Unlike (uther
sieving or rc>ptati()n depictions, entropic })arri(>rs transport explicitly accounts for
Ihv. spatial variation of configurational entropy for the confined probe chain.
Extension to Polymer Solutions
M()d(!ls for electrophoresis in dilute polymc^r solutions pn^sumably nnist incor-
porate both tJie discrete and the transient nature of probe/host interactions. Peri-
ods of ("ntanglerruuit alternate with periods in which the probe chain moves by its
molecular w(!ight independent free solution inobility. Otie simpl(> theory has been
l)roi)oscd. liarron and co-workers [2] i)ropose probe motion liinchncd by transient
entanglement coupling with host uujkicules in which the |)r()be si/e mobility dis-
crimination occurs through the increased probability of prob(!-host (!iitangl(>meut as
probe size increases. Hubert, Slater and Viovy extend this description, envisaging
a governing mechanism in which host polymers are dragg(!d along by the migrating
p()ly(^lectrolyte [73]. They dviivv. th(> following expression for prob(> v(!locity that
explicitly incorporates host size and c;oncentration.
V,. = 9£_^ {2.13)
where ii is the number of neutral polymer chains attached to the DNA, ^ is the
friction coefficient per base pair, and F is the average drag due to one polymer chain.
Based on the "capture and release" dynamics of the polymer chains, tJu^y derive
an expression for the optimum concentration for separation in dilutee matricies, and
compare it to Barron's 1994 data.
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Muthukumar [74] has also undertaken tluH)r(>tieal derivations in this area, de-
riving an explicit formula for polyelectrolyte electrophoretie inobiHty in semiciikite
neutral polymer sieving buffers. Taking into account niolecuhir weight, polymer
concentration, solvent (luality and Debye-Huckel screening length, he siiows tliat
mobility is dependent on the interplay between liydrodynamic screening Icuigth,
Debye length, and structure factor, and he has delineated three concentration de-
pendent separation regimes.
In Bod(!'s (!arly work on polyacrylamide solution electrophoresis[75-77], he ar-
gues against the "geom(!trical exclusion" theories, in favor of matrix chains being
represented as "smooth obstacl(;s cleared aside under the electrokinetic pressure
of a macro-ion". He describes separation as being a result of "frac:tional spe-
cific r(!sistance" of a "viscosity-emulsion" due to four factors responsible for size
discrimination: collision frequency, contact duration, size dependent friction, and
cooperativity of matrix fibers.
2.2 Experimental History of Polymer Solution Matrices
Bode's early work on separation in polymer solutions delineates many of the
questions still being investigated, while his discussions provide insight not yet fully
appreciated. His description of neutral polymer solution separations of cytoplasmic
RNA, using linear polyacrylamide in a slab gel format, contain i)ertin(uit observa-
tions concerning separation yet to be fully explained. He states that the "molecular
weights of macroions which can be discerned seemed to be given by the molecular
weight of the (neutral) polymer itself: long chain polymers were able to sepa-
rate the three major components of the cytoplasmic RNA...whereas short chain
polymers were only able to separate... (the smaller) from the two heavier compo-
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ncmts"[77]. Bodo thcovM that viscosity
.Ilocts, mth(>r tiian crosslinking was the
basis (oi- s(-paiatioii in polyacrylamide gc^ls. It was not nntil J!J8(i that Tic^t/, at.
a/.[27] ch-inontratod the feasibility of Bod.'s prediction for tlie separation of pro((>ins
by corripaiing linear to crosslinked polyacrylamide slab format gel (.lectroi)hor(;sis,
finding the sieving to l)e qnalitatively similar.
Earliest nse of linear polymers in capillary electrophoresis was reported simul-
taneonsly in 1!J89, by Chin and Colburn[36], nsing linear polyacrylamide, and Zhn
cL a/.[;ir,J, using M(!thylcellnlos(!, llydroxyinethylcellulose, and Polyethyhme Gly-
col. In !!)!)(), lli(;ger, Cohen and Karg(>r[2(iJ made- a (Hrect comparison between
linear and crosslinked iK)lyacrylamide for s(!paration of UNA rcistriction liagments
in cai)illa,ri(\s. Th(!y hnd linear matrices viabk; and claim size selectivity to be a
function of concentration, with the extent of sieving Ixiing greater with increased
])olymei- content.
Ill 1991, Grossman and Soan(>[.38] highlight the concept of (>ntanglenient thresh-
old as a reference point for determining mesh sizes in polymer solution matrices.
They assume a network structure is necessary for separation and use scaling laws
to i)nHli( t average mesh sizes in entangled solutions. Although th(>y achieve good
S(>pa.ra( ion in .25% solution of hydroxyethylcellulose (HEC), which liiey consider to
be below the entangl(;m(uit thr(^shol(l, they conclude that "in order to create liugv.v
por(!S onv. wants to use longer polymer and in older to cr(!at(! smalhu- pores one
wants to use shorter jjolymer".
Following the work of Zhu et. al.^ Schwartz ct. a/. [78] achieved (ixcellent separa-
tions using "polymeric buffer additives" of liydroxyi)ropylm(>thylc(>llulose of various
coiic(Uitrations and mol(H:ular weights for anlysis of PGR. amplified fra-gm(>nts of the
AIDS virus. In th(^ same year, Strege and Lagu[28] exi)l()r(Hl tlu^ use of methyl-
(•(^llulose in polyacrylamide coated capillaries, liiiding separation of l-12kb]) DNA
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fragments to improve with lower field strength and increased concentration up to
.5%. They conclude that the mechanism is based on attraction and mteraction of
the fragments with the cellulose derivatives in the buffer and that larger fragments
show a stronger interaction. (No molecular weight of the sieving polymer is given.)
Electrophoresis of lambda phage DNA (a very large DNA molecule of 48,502 bp)
was carried out in an internally coated horizontal tube apparatus in solutions of
various concentrations and molecular weights of uncrosslinked polyacrylamide by
Pulyaeva et. a/. [79], work reported in 1992. They found that over the various
concentrations, that retardation of this large polymer increased with increasing
molecular weight of polyacrylamide.
Poly (styrene sulfonate) was sucessfully separated by capillary electrophoresis
in 1992 by Poli and Shure using hydroxyethylcellulose solutions of up to .714% of
an unreported molecular weight. At a high 400 V/cm separation potential, they
report favorable competition in terms of resolution, efficiency, and fractionating
power, with size-exclusion chromatography, at three times the speed[80].
Baba et. al. [30] studied effects of the structure of cellulose derivatives on the
separation of DNA fragments in 1993, comparing methyl, hydroxypropyl, and hy-
droxypropylmethyl celluloses. They found higher molecular weight and lower con-
centration to improve separation, and that the molecular weight of the polymer
had a much stronger effect on separation than did the structure. Also in 1993,
Cliiari and Nesi report a study of linear polyacrylamide, 4-10% solutions[81], find-
ing that the large distribution of chain sizes resulting from in situ polymerization
is advantageous, as "longer chains sieve larger objects whereas smaller chains will
act as efficient obstacles for smaller objects" . Also utilizing linear polyacrylamide,
Guszczynsky et. a/ report separation of large DNA, 23-48 kbp, at low field strengths
of 2 V/cm, finding optimum separation at concentrations of .6%) [82].
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Singhal and Xiaii report that larger DNA (ragnumts a,rc> r(>s(,lv(>d witli greater
efficiency by using a low(>r concentration of p(,lynier, whil(« sniallcr (ragnun.ts re-
ciuir(> higher conc:entrations for s(.paration in HEC. Th(,y hnd ctiiidiun. l,ronud(> to
enhanc(> retention by providing greater hydrophobic interactions and smaller ionic
interactions between th(> reagent and the polynucleotide^
2.2.1 Barron's work - Emergence of Dilute Solutions
Tn 1993 and 1994, the work of Ann(>lise Barron, uiuh^r the advisorship of Blanch
and Soajie, changed radically tlu; unch^rstanding of polymer solution capillary (^lec-
trophor(!sis. Her hrst two papers firirdy imi)lanted in the minds of the electrophore-
sis (oniiiiuuity that separation was indeed possible, d(>si)it(> predictions against
it[38], in a highly dilute solution of neutral polymer. Citing Bode's work, she
cliaUeiig(;s th(! long standing b(!li(!f that eiitnngl(>meiits and "i)ores" are n(M-(>ssary
for separation. Using s(!V(!n dilfenuit samples of HEC of nnici)()rted i)olydisp(Msity,
ranging in number average molecular weight from 27,()()() to 438, ()()(), Barron st udied
matrix polymer molecular weight and dilute solution concentration (iffects on s(!pa-
ratioii of DNA restriction fragments. The entanglement threshold was determined
by plotting intrinsic viscosity versus concentration and assigning th(> i)oint of devi-
ation from linearity as the overlap concentration. Tli(>s(> data ckvirly demonstrate
that DNA separation is achievable si|!,nificantly below the entangkMiKuit thrc^sliold,
and that the presence of a fully entangled network is not a prerequisite for sepa-
ration. HEC length was found to effect th(> size window of DNA sei)aration by a
mechanism they conclude to be r(>lai(Ml to (he r(^lativ(> sizes of DNA and HEC[1].
BarioiTs S(H;ond paper rei)()rts separation in concentrations as low as .OOOG w/w
HEC, a,iid sei^aration of fragments as large as 23,000 bp. Contrasting large (l()5k)
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and small (27k) molecular weight HEC samples of again unreported polydispersity,
they show that larger DNA is best separated in more dilute solutions of the larger
polymer whereas smaller chams are better separated m more concentrated solu-
tions. They also show that for a given size host (105k), the optimum concentration
for separation is lower and lower as the DNA size gets larger. Using polystyrene
latex spheres for comparison, showing absence of polymer size dependent separa-
tion, they conclude that the classical Ogston and reptation models do not explain
dilute solution separations. They propose at this time their transient entanglement
cou'plvnij ni(!chanism and suggest an unlimited size range for DNA separation in
dilute solutions[2].
Barron's work showed that coated and uncoated capillaries have virtually the
same separation behavior for dilute solutions[37], and that mixtures of low and
high molecular weight polymers improve overall separation across a range of DNA
sizes [13]. The most recent paper of Barron begins to address effects on separation
of other properties of the neutral polymer, such as stiffness, polydispersity, and
hydrophilicity. Using polyacrylamide, liydroxyethylcellulose, and hydroxypropyl-
cellulose, their results are somewhat inconclusive. They do find, however, that
polyacrylamide, which is more flexible than HEC, requires 2-3 times greater con-
centration to achieve comparable separations and that there is a difference in sepa-
ration of large chains with polyacrylamides of polydispersities 2.5 and 4+, probably
due to the greater presence of larger chains[3].
2.2.2 Further Observations
Dilute solution separation has been rapidly accepted, and various workers con-
tinue to optimize separation conditions even as a complete theoretical understand-
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^ 111
ing is souglK,. Chang and Young s1,u,1i,h1 n.ixiums of difinvni niolocular wdglits of
l)ol.y((.thyl(uio«xiclo)[;5:}], while Miinik uL have nu„Mt,),v<l vU.-Un- strongth
ofIcH:ts[84]. Wu a/.[8fi] showcul tJiat above tJu- (>ntanj,U.nH.nt Un.slH.l.L ronsis-
KM.i will, |„)]yrn(>r t,h(H)ry, t,h(. .nesh size,
^, in polyacrylaniidc" solutions of i-8%
cm, ho (.x,,r(>ssocl by tho rolation ^ = 2.090' wlu-re ^ is in augsirou.s and C is i
g/n.L. They found DNA (-Icctrophorotic mobility through tho polynicu' notwork
'l<"|'<'iid pi iniaiily on corKTntratioii and not on inolooular woight or polydisporsity,
idthougli band sharpn(>ss was Found to persist to liigli,M' DNA longtlis with highor
content of larger |)olya(:ryla,niide iiio1(m u1os.
LincMi dichroism oxporimonts (LD)|8(i] showed '^roptation" lik(> beluwior to in-
crease with iiicniasing niohicular w(>ight of linear polymer, hiading to molecular
orientation !()() times that in free solution for a solution of .()();i% polyacrylamidc;.
Visualization by ei)iflu()rosconco video micr()sc()i)y also demonstrat(Hi very diller-
ent iiioleciilai- dynamics for dilute, as opi)()se(l to entanghnl, solution electr()i)li()re-
sis[87,88].
nilut(> solutions have been shown to be iiighly (ihective under piilsed-H(>ld condi-
tions as well. Kim and Morris used puls(Hl held capillary olectrophon^sis to d(Mnon-
straie separaiioiis of ds-DNA r(>striction fragments up to 2MI)p in "ultradilutci"
si(^ving iiiairices in less Ihan i ininutes[8!) f)l].
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Unconfined
Weakly Confined
Strongly Confined
Figure 2.3 Geometrical representation of confinement regimes for
polymer of size R relative to gel network spacing ( . The
(*)'s represent the gel network while the solid line rep-
resents the polymer chain.
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Figure 2.4 Dependence of Poly(styrene sulfonate) mobility on de-
gree of polymerization N for three confinement regimes
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Figure 2.5 Entropic Barriers Model: The polymer chain, repre-
sented by the line, experiences an entropic energy sur-
face as it moves through the "bottleneck" created by gel
fibers, represented by (*).
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CHAPTER 3
MONTE CARLO SIMULATIONS OF SINGLE CHAIN
ENTANGLEMENT I: EFFECTS OF PROBE
ENVIRONMENT
3.1 Abstract
Th(! coiifigurational interactions of a single flexible polyelectrolyte probe chain
driven at moderate electric field through a single neutral frozen host chain are in-
vestigated using the Monte Carlo simulation method. The simulated probe length
varies from 25 to 200 Kuhn steps, while the host length remains fixed at 200 Kuhn
steps; the probe's charge density and the medium's Debye-Hiickel screening length
constitute additional parameters. The simulations reveal a strong and chain length
dependent entanglement coupling between probe and host, consistent with recent
experiments demonstrating that polyelectrolytes can be electrophoretically sepa-
rated by molecular weight in a dilute solution of neutral polymers. Additionally,
charge density and Debye-Hiickel screening length are shown to be important fac-
tors in the separation mechanism, affecting both the probability of coupling and the
duration of resulting entanglements. The scaling exponent relating entanglement
time to molecular weight lies between the values of 2 and 3, the respective limits
for Rouse and reptation disentanglement dynamics
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3.2 Introduction
Extrapolating gel concepts to a dilute polymer solution environment remains a
challenge, even accepting the virtual gel argument. Snnulation of single chain dy-
namics provides an arena for obtaining greater insight into the subtleties involved
in the larger picture of bulk separation. Important details such as whether mobili-
ties in the two settings are equally sensitive to parameters characterizing the probe
(av(>rag(! size, chain length and stiffness, charge density) and the host environment
(ionic strength, matrix concentration, molecular weight, polydispersity, and field
strength) can be explor(!(l at a molecular level.
Although polyelectrolyte electrophoresis has been the subject of numerous com-
puter simulations, the literature contains few reports pertinent to experiments in
a dilute, neutral polymer matrix [66,92-95]. Most releveiit are the simulations of
Sevick and Williams [96] and Nixon and Slater [97], teams that have modeled the
collisions of a polyelectrolyte chain with a single obstacle in two dimensions. Sevick
and Williams examined collisions with a single point-like obstacle, while Nixon and
Slater investigated collisions with a circular obstacle placed in a narrow channel.
Common to both simulations is a pully process of disentanglement. Neither team,
however, made inquiry into the polymeric nature of the host obstacle or to the
three dinunisional character of real entanglement dynamics.
We study here, the configurational interactions of a flexible ])r()be during its
motion through a fixed linear host, constructing both probe and host as three-
dimensional, off-lattice, random walks. While the host is frozen and stationary, a
Monte Carlo scheme allows for flexibility and preferential motion of the probe down
a uniform electric potential gradient directed along the initial center-of-mass posi-
tions of probe and host. The field is of moderate strength, creating significant but
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incompl(,t<, orientation durm,
.nUu^nn.ui c^onplin,. Th. frocinoncy and duration
or <-ntangl.monts are monitored as well as i.hr ch-p.M.dc.u.. of those c,uantiti(>s on
prol)e molecular weight, solvent quality, and c:harg(. chmsity. We (•o.u lud,. [.on, tlu>
sirnuhitions that isolated (uitanglements are sufficient to creat(, molecular wc-ight
^lq>oiKl(M.t bulk motion and that the probability of entanglement, as well as th(.
<\urMv>u of entanglement, are highly sensitive to all system variabh-s. d^h(> simula-
tions can explain som(> of tlx- trends observed during capillary el(>ctrophoresis in a
dilute solution of neutral polymcu's.
3.3 Model and Simulation
Tli(! M(mte Carlo simulation algorithim re])res(nits the mobile probe and the
froz(!n host as p(!arl-necklace chains with r(!lativ(! mol(;(;ula,r weight,s of i\ and M
beads, resp(!ctively. Tlu; beads, separated from attached luughbors by bonds of
one Kuhii length 1, defiiK! chains that are freely jointed, freely rotating, and three-
dimensional. Each bead possesses a hard cor(! diameter a large enough U) prevent
l)ond crossings during equilibration and sinnilated electrophoresis dynamics. Thus,
monomer i and monomer j, which are separated by distance r^j experience a binary
hard coic repulsion V\:
() if Ti > a
ydu,:,) = { ' (3.1)
oo if Tij < a
Note that the indices i and j extend over both chains. A i)ercentag(^ j) of th(^ Ixvuls
coini)rising the i)rol)e chain are endowed with n unit iK^gative charj^^e, and th(\se
Ixnuls r(^])(^l each otlier tlirough a (Hmensicndess Del)ye-Hiick(^l potential,
l^(r,,) = /i^exi,(-M-,,) (3.2)
:\{)
where
,y = -1 or 0, and ,0"' is the electrostatic screening or Debye length, a param-
eter governed in actual experiments by the concentration of dissolved ions
= ^7lPY.CrZl (3.3)
where c, and z, are the concentration and valence, respectively, of the ith ion. The
Bjernnn length 0 can be regarded as the distance over which two unscreened unit
charges interact with the ambient thermal energy, i.e.
e2
^
=^ te^ (3.4)
where e is the electron charge, e is the solvent dielectric constant, Cq is the per-
mittivity of vacuum, k is the Boltzmann constant, and T is the temperature. The
value of /i chosen for the simulations (7.14) corresponds to water {e = 78) at 300K.
Probe chains move through the continuous phase according to the kink-jump
algorithm, with each configurational change initiated by selection of a random
backbone bead m. If not at the chain end, the bead is rotated through a random
angle (/) about an axis formed by the bead's two attached neighbors. For an end
bead, rotation of the terminal bond about two randomly chosen angles 0 and 9
determines the bead's new position. All movements are subjected to an excluded
volume test, both of the probe chain with itself and also with the neutral host.
Satisfying excluded volume constraints, configurations are sampled according the
Metropolis alogrithm [98], which accepts or rejects new configurations based on the
energy difference AEm that accompanies the proposed configurational change,
AErn = Y.^ y2{ri,j)new ~ y2{ri,j)old + qeE[Xm,new - Xm,old) (3.5)
i<j j i<j J
where the factor Xm^new - X^^oid represents the bead displacement projected along
the direction of the electric field E. If AEm < 0, acceptance of the move is imme-
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(liato, but otherwise, acceptance follows the statistical criterinon
-^'•^(-l^)>- (3.G)
where w is a larulon, number chosen from the- interval (0,1). Wh(>ther acx:epted
or reie(:t,(-(l, (-ach attempted move is counted, and N counts defin(> a Monte Carlo
(MC) tim(! st(;p.
Th(! M-200 bead host chain bears no charges and is 'warmed-up' or e(|uilibrat(Hl
for 4(),()()() MC steps before the freezing of its eonfiguration. Probe chains, on the
other hand, vary in length, with simulations conducted for N=25, 30, 40, 50, GO,
70, 100, 140, or 200 and charge densities p=0.5, 0.7 or 1.0. At the extremes of
]) (0.5 and 1.0), we examine the influence of solvent quality by equating k,"' to
either
1 oi' 10 Kuhn l(>ngths 1; at p=0.7, runs are limited to k,-' = 1. At the start
of a siiiiul;itioii, the i)r()be chain efjuilibrates for A^'^ MC steps in elcH-tric field's
aljsence and again for A^'^ MC steps in the held's presence. The probe's center of
mass is Ww.n i)ositioned 20 Kuliii lengths 'upstream' of the host's center of mass
and releas(Kl. This initial separation is sulhcicuit to preclude- i)r()b(>/host intcuactioii
before release. During the second equilibration step, and again after ixdease, the
diirieiisionless field strength,
qEl
remains of r(^lativ(^ly nio(l(\st vaiu(\ Driven by the held, th(^ initially muHstorted
and unori(uit(Kl probe migrates away from its upstream position, and in most cas(^s,
passes at least partially through the host; if entanglement occurs during passage,
the prob(^ strongly deforms in the held direction. Motion continuc^s downstream
in 'free solution' for an additional 200 Kuhn lengths, a distance^ sufftci(uit for
probe to lose all memory of the probc^host interaction and allowing recovery of the
probe's undistort(^d average configuration in the fi(^ld.
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For separated probe and host, a plot of the probe's projected center of mass
position vs. MC time yields this chain's instantaneous drift velocity U in the field
direction, and the average of this velocity provides the free solution mobility by
ratio with E, //, = U/E. To achieve adequate statistics, between 300 and 1200
independant simulations are gathered for each initial probe/host configuration. In
a small number of cases, full bead position data are gathered, enabling a visual
presentation of the entire trajectory of the probe chain and its entanglement inter-
action with the host.
3.4 Results and Discussion
For various combinations of p and k'\ Figure 3.1 displays as a function of N
the average square radius of gyration < > of the probe chain after equilibration
in the presence of the field. In all cases, < > rises monotonically with N as
roughly a power law, and fitted power law exponents u^jf suggest average probe
conformations intermediate between rod
( =1) and self- avoiding walk ( =3/5),
with rising with both p and /t"^ . In absence of entanglement, the imposition
of the electric field only sligntly deforms the otherwise isotropic probe. For more
detail on the field effect on polyelectrolyte structure, the reader is referred to a
previous publication [66].
To monitor electrophoretic motion, the probe center-of-mass position is recorded
at 'time' intervals of 10 times N MC steps. Figure 3.2 illustrates center-of-mass
trajectories for two simulation runs at N=100. The abscissa variable x represents
the projection of the center of mass of the full three dimensional trajectories onto
the field direction. In one of the plotted runs, the probe does not significantly inter-
act with the host, and the probe's downfield velocity remains relatively constant.
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The second trajectory, however, reveals a transient entanglement interaction that
produces a substantial delay in the probe's downfield motion. In fact, dviring this
simulation the entangled probe maintains a nearly constant center-of-mass position
for a well-defined retention time t„ measured in multiples of MC time.
ThrcH. primary modes of interaction between probe and host can be discerned
within the. full set of simulated chain trajectories. The first is termed a weak
irit(uaction, one in which the probe penetrates through or around the host without
signilicaiit (l(;lay; a typical example is the first trajectory of Figure 3.2. The second
mode manifests itself through an obvious delay in probe motion, but in the absence
of a full Hedged entanglement; these intermediate strength interactions are observed
only with the longest (iV > 100) probe chains. Passage of the probe through the
host is achiev(Kj by a series of probe distortions, none creating a looped configuration
of tli(> ])r()be around the host. The third and strongest interaction mode commonly
evolv(>s from the intermediate type. Here, a clear entanglement locus develops, one
involving a loop of the probe chain around a single, short host segment. Figure 3.3
graphically illustrates a typical sequence of conformational states evolved over the
cours(> of a strong interaction, one that produces a delay of the type associated with
the second trajectory of Figure 3.2. The most distinctive feature of Figure 3.3 is the
abrupt appearance in the probe of a 'U-shaped' hairpin turn, which subsequently
disengages via a 'pulley' process similar to that proposed by other authors [96,97].
During the disentanglement, the chain progressess sucessively from configurations
in the U-shape to those possessing J and I shapes. The total duration of a hairpin
entanglement strongly reflects the openness of the hairpin; when the arms are
highly stretched and taut (as when p is large), hairpins display great persistence.
Conversely, when the charge-charge repulsions are strengthened and the haripiii
loosened (as when k"^ is large), the lifetime drops. Very long chains occasionally
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form an 'M' prior to the appearance of a 'U'; in these cases, the dynamics of the
'U' dominate disentanglement.
Once released from the host, each probe slowly retnrns to its average random
coil conformation as it drifts downstream. However, the sequence of nndefornuHl-
deformed-undeformed conformations is not symmetric, as the downstream rc^lax-
ation occnrs over much larger time and spatial scales than the initial distortion.
Conformations observed in our simulation are similar to those observed by video mi-
croscopy for DNA undergoing either gel or capillary electrophoresis, as reported by
thv. Morns group[88] and Carlsson et al.[87]. Less probe distortion occurs at lower
simulated held strength, but the prob(! also moves more slowly, making simulation
runs longer and the collection of ad(!quat(; statistics difficult or impossible.
TIk; 'free solution' velocity, and hence the free solution mobility //,, is obtained
from th(! iHobe's post-entanglement travel, averaging 3(30 to 12QQ data sets for
each combination of probe parameters. At a fixed ratio of probe charge to probe
length, the dynamics incorporated in the simulation should produce //, values de-
pendent on p but not N, an expectation tested in Figure 3.4. The figure reveals a
small dropoff of fi with N before the expected N independence is finally reached at
> 100, Actual experiments with DNA show that //, rises rather than drops to N
in(lep(>iidence[99]. The current simulation was not designed to describe these low
N behaviors.
We have not substituted our simulation results into a model for the bulk mobility
//,/ of a polyelectrolyte chain in dilute neutral polymer solution; one such model has
recently been proposed by Slater et al. [73]. We believe that can be treated as an
average of two microscopic mobilities, one characterizing the entangled probe/host
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complex and the second characteriziiif^ tlu; i)iol)(. i„ In-o solnt ion
fk==.fli, + (i„{l-f) (3.8)
wh(.r(« / roprosents the fraction of time spcmt by the probe m a state, of intcu niecUate
or strong interaction with the host:
AlthoiiKli //„ do(!S not (i(!pen(l on N, //, should vary with l)()tli N and M. As the host
chain of the current siiimlation sduaiK; is Frozen in place, we limit our attention to
the entanglem(uit tinu, /,„ i.(,., the average d(;lay in i,robe motion mc.unv.l by an
intermediate or strong interaction. This time can be viewed as tlu; product ot the
probability for entanglement (fraction of all interactions falling into the intermedi-
ate and strong category) and an average U of the previously defined retention time
for an individual entanglement.
To c;dcnlate probe chains for («acli set of run i)arameters are allowed to
migrat(> until the chains reach an end position 200 Kuhn steps downstream from
the host c(>nter-()f-mass. Av(>raging of arrival times at this location defines a total
transit time l.^. unhindered transit, tim(> can be calculated for the same
displacenuuit using tlu; calculated value of The (lilfer(!nc(!, ti - t,,,, defines /,,..
Tli(! initial separation betwecui probe, and host was chosen t,o be a,s small as
possible without the two chains ov(>rlai)ping. A dilfercuit set of initial conditions
would obviously have generated a dillerent set of i)rob(, traj(H;tori(,s, and we might
hav(, hoped to calculate^ /;,. by av(U'age ov(U' all possibile starting s(>i)arati()ns and
configurational states within a large, representative solution rc^gion. Unfortunat(>ly,
this imnuuise task remains beyond the range of current sinndation methods. Em-
])]oying oiir single, 'o[)timized' starting separation, tr as a function of N is shown
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m Figure, 3.5; c.u:h data point gathers 300 to 1200 indcpondont simulation runs.
We stress again that the averaging scheme^ for this plot counts all runs, inehuling
thos(> m which the probe diffused away from the host before any possible probe-host
interaction. As N becomes larger, the slope of eac:h curve m Figure 3.5 approaches
3, suggesting a universal, high N regime where U scales roughly with N\ wlum the
probe and host sizes are comparable.
A more rigorous inspection of Figure 3.5 reveals a broad crossover near N=30-
40; below the crossover, chains with lower p and higher k"' display tli(> largest
valu(,s iA- I., and tlu; weakest dependence of ^, on N. Above tlu^ crossover, the first
of th(>se trends is reversed and tlu, scaling of t, on N becomes relatively insensitive
to p and K"'. Explanation of tlu; crossover lies in the infiu(>nc(^ of p and on
the entanglement process. Expanded conformations increase; /;, by incr(«asing the
probability for intermediate or strong interaction; this effect ext(>iids to both short
and long clia,ins, but t he relative impact for short chains is greater. Assuming that
such an interaction occurs, the loosening of the hairpin (uitanglement at low p and
high A,-,-' makes subsequent probe disengagement more rapid, r(>ducing tj.. At large
enough N, the probability of intermediate or strong interaction approaches unity,
so the dominant influence of p and Kr^ on t, is felt through the disentanglement
process: at low N, the dominant influence lies in their impact on the interaction
probability.
To differenitiate more clearly bc^tweeii entanglenuMit probability and entangle-
ment p(usist(>iice, we plot the probability of successful entanglement versus N in
Figure 3.G, and the average duration of successful entanglement versus N in Figure
3.7. Unlike Figure 3.5, which encompasses the full set of simulated prolxvhost in-
teractions, the two new i)lots are based on apportionment of the interactions into
categories of successful entanglement (intermediate and strong interaction) and un-
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successful entanglement (all else). Precise distinction between the two categories
can be difficult, as fluctuations in the free solution velocity are often large, espe-
cially at small p and N. Many observed fluctuations could easily be miscategorized
as successful entanglement. To minimize such sorting errors, a successful entangle-
ment is defined conservatively, by a transit time that exceeds t„ by more than 30%.
This sul)stantial percentage assures that only successful entanglements have been
considcvd in the analyses leading to Figures 3.6 and 3.7, albeit with some success-
ful (uitanglements disregarded. Figure 3.6 demonstrates that for each set of run
conditions there is a narrow window of N over which the entanglement probability
rises from zero to near unity. A closer examination of the individual curves, and
a comparison to Figure 3.1, reveals that the window corresponds to approximately
equal probe and host radii of gyration. The spread of curves in Figure 3.6 sug-
gests that an electrophoretic separation might be tuned or optimized by controlled
variation of p and/or Kr\
The kinetics of probe-host entanglement are probably best manifested in Figure
3.7, which demonstrates a power law dependence of average entanglement duration
on N for al] run conditions. Pulley-like unraveling of hairpin-distorted probe chains
(l()iniii;it(>s the entanglement process, and as previously mentioned, this unraveling
is accelerated at small p and large Kr\ The power law exponent that best fits these
curves appears to be almost universal, varying between 2.08 and 2.34. For release
of entanglement by Rouse-dominated diffusion, the exponent would hv 2.0, while
for release by reptation-dominated diffusion, the exponent would be 3.0. Although
our exponent is nearer 2.0 than 3.0, direct visualizations such as Figure 3.3 con-
vincingly demonstrate that simple Rouse dynamics are not responsible for probe
disengagement. In fact, the unraveling chain undergoes an evolution in structure
more consistent with reptation. Because of the finite applied field, r(>ptation refers
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io the biased reptation inock.l ckvelopc-d by Lumpkin, Dojardin, and Zimm [59]
and Slater and Noolandi [62,63,100]. Nevertheless, the weaker N dependence ob-
served in the current simulations must result from the signiHcant conhgurational
fluctuations permitted at the chosen field strength, and these fluctuations appear
suffici(!nt to regulate the disentanglement process.
3.5 Conclusions
The interaction of a mobile polyelectrolyte chain and a single neutral host can
(!nd(m th(> polyelectrolyte with a strongly molecular weight dependent mobility,
even in absence of host mobility. The dominant interaction can he characterized
as a U-shaped \nohc (!ntanglement with the host. Despite; th(! distorted natur(> of
the entanglement and its release by unraveling, the kinetics remain dominated by
Brownian fluctuations in the probe's configuration. The probe solvent conditions
are shown to have a significant (!ffect on both the probability of and tlu; duration
of the interaction through the parameters of Debye Hiickel screening length and
charge density.
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Figure 3.3 Typical time evolution of conformation for a probe chain
in the strong entanglement case.
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CHAPTER 4
MONTE CARLO SIMULATIONS OF SINGLE CHAIN
ENTANGLEMENT II: EFFECTS OF HOST SIZE AND
COOPERATIVITY
4.1 Abstract
Tli(! Monix; Carlo simulation iiKitliod is (uiiploycid to ol)sorvc coiiHgmatioiial
iiit(!ra{:tioiis l)(!two('ii ficild-drivcn siiigh; i)oly(!loc;trolyto prob(! chains and movable
host chains, witli the objective of studying the (effect of host coopcaativity and size
on the sei)aration mechanism operating in (lilut(> neutral polynun- solution matrices
for c:apillary electroi)hor(>sis. Sinuilat(!d host lengths are of 70, 100, and 200 Kuhn
steps, while probe length is varicxl from 50 to 20f) Kuhn steps. Piolx^ charge^ density
and 1 )ebye-I liickel scrcHuiing k^ngth nvc held fix(Ml for' all simulations. Sinnilation r(>-
sults coidii in host length t,o be an imi)()rta,iit variable in single chain entanglenunit,
consistent with (!xi)(!rimentai results showing ma.trix niol(;cular weight to affect the
degrcH! of si/e discrimination of polyelectrolytes, in dilute; polymcu- solution elec-
trophoretic separations. Sinnilations r(!veal a mininuim in average; prolx; mobility
when probe and host sizes are nearly (Hjual. The avcnage duration of a probe-host
entanglenuuit interaction is found to both increase with host size, and to have a
molecular w(>ight depcmdence which increas(>s until the probe and host sizes are
(Hjual, above wliicli a i)lateau is exhibited.
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4.2 riiiroductioii
Capillaxy (^lodrophorosis i.hrouf^h ,lilut,(. nv.nim] polyn,,.,' solutions has ,l,M.H,n-
s(,rat(<(l great, pm.nisc as a fast, and ("fficimit s(.parat,i()ii l.c^cliniciuc loi l)(,t,h biological
and synl l,ct,ic polyel(H:t,rolyt(-s [1,2,37,80, 101]. (Umv.ni l^licorolical closcriptAons dc-
scrihiiig cl.'cl.ropho.vi,!,; size dis(Tirninat,iori of inacroioris during inigralion through
polyiiH'i ic inat,ric,cs an; l)a,s(«d on polyrrHM ic not.works or gvls which aro physically or
chomically crosslinkcd. Ma,ny of t,h(! assumptions inhcn-nl, l,o I his gel niah ix descrip-
tion arc r(!l(!va,nt only to a, g(d, and lack (luaJitics rch-vant to a, matrix composed oC
a, dilute .solution of unenl,angl(!(l polynuu- coils. The molecular mechanics oix-iating
in a, dilute polymer solution matrix an; similar to those in a gel, such t hat the held
drivon charged a,nalyt,(>s migrate through and intcuact with a, rclat.ively stationary
neutral polymer matrix. Hence, asi)ect,s of contemporary gel theories arc api)li-
ca,l)le. (Qualities such as matrix stifrness[3, 30], poly(lispersit,y[3, 33, 81], concentra-
tionf2,8/l, 101 1, molecular weight[ 1
,
30, 70], solvent (|ualit,v, ionic strength[102], and
level of c()mplexat,ion[83| all have been shown to have some ('fFecl, on \]\c sei)arati()n
luechanism in dilut-e solution matrices. llow(>ver, t,h(>re (ixists no a,de(|nal(' theory
('X|)huiiing t.lie role in t.lie se|)a,ra,t,ion mechanism played by t.licsc (|ualitjcs, many
of which are uni(iue t,o iment,angl(!(l dilute; solut.ions. Tlu; (illect, of mat.rix i)olymer
molecular weight on sei)aration selectivit,y has Ixhmi inv(!stigate(l to some (ixtent,
yet an understajiding thorough (inough t,o dehne a model, has not, been reached. It,
has IxH'U observed (experimentally that, in a, dilute; solution matrix, higher molec-
ular weight, polymers in very dilute concentrations provide stronger si/e discrim-
ination or rc^tardation of larger ana,lyt(\s than do corresponding concentrations of
smaller molecular w(>ight p()lymers[13, 79, lOlj. It, is in consi(l(;rati()ii of this that
we have und(>rtaken sinndations, that aim to elucidat,e t,li(> manner in which matrix
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size effects individual entanglement interactions believ(xl to nndorlie the separation
mechanism in a dilute solution.
A "dilute" polymer solution, distinguished from a "semi-dilute" solution, has a
concentration below the theoretical "overlap threshold" c* . c* represents the solu-
tion concentration at which the monomer concentration of a single polymer coil is
(Kiuivah'iit to the monomer concentration of the bulk solution. In a dilute solution
in a good (athermal) solvent, individual polymer coils are believed to be mutually
r(!pulsiv(!, and b(!have as hard spheres. In tli(> dilute regime, thermodynamic prop-
erties are dependent on polymer molecular weight, in contrast to the semidilute
regime! wherein the solution exhibits ijroperties which are concentration dei)en-
deiit. Due to interpenetration and entanglement of polynuu' coils in the; sciiiidilut(!
regime;, tin; length or molecular weight of individual molecules is disguised [103].
Capillary electroi)lioretic separation in entangled polymer solutions is seen to
be analogous to separation in a gel, where the characteristic size of the network
^,
referred to as the mesh spacing, is considered to play the same role in polyelectrolyte
size discrimination as the pore size of a gel. In an entangled polymer solution, (
scales with an inverse power of concentrationfSS]. In a dilute solution, there are no
pores and no mesh. The primary characteristic size of the solutiou is the radius
of gyration of the individual polynuu' coils. It is for this reason that in the dilute
regime, we hnd the molecular weight of tlu; polymer playing a rok; in s(;paration
behavior.
We study here, the configurational interactions of a flexible polyelectrolyte probe
entangling with a flexible neutral host chain, each constructed as three dinunisional,
off lattice random walks. Using a Monte Carlo scheme, a uniform electric potential
gradient of moderate strength is used to drive a single probe chain through a single
host chain, in order to observe the molecular dynamics. Initial placement of ])robe
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and host, with x-direction centers of mass aUgned along the field direction, allows
the probe to effectively drag the host along with it during the course of their mutual
entanglement interaction.
The goal in this simulation is to obtain an understanding of how the neutral
host polymer size affects a single chain entanglement interaction. To do so, we
first compare host size effects on a previously reported simulation using a fixed
and frozen host chain, before proceeding with the mobile host study. For the
various in(;bile host sizes investigated, the molecular weight dependence of probe
mobility and entanglement duration are monitored as to how they are affected by
host size. We conclude from the simulations that host size is a critical factor in the
molecular weight distinction resulting from single chain entanglement interactions.
The trends revealed in the simulation coincide with and assist in explanation of
experimentally observed bulk trends in capillary electrophoresis with dilute neutral
polymer solutions.
4.3 Model and Simulation
The Monte Carlo simulation algorithm used to simulate moving neutral host
chains, is described in detail in chapter 3 wherein it is used to simulate probe-host
interactions between field driven polyelectrolyte probes of varying size and a frozen
neutral host chain of 200 Kuhn steps. Briefly, simulated probe and host chains
experience a hard core excluded volume repulsion between beads. Probe chains,
carrying a unit negative charge on each bead, are driven by a dimensionless electric
field potential of moderate strength, and charged probe beads repel each other
through a screened Coulombic potential. Probe and host chains move through the
continuous phase according to the kink-jump algorithm, using Metropolis sampling
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rules. The reader is referred to the Model and Simulation section of Chapter 3 of
this thesis for a complete description.
4.3.1 Fixed Host
For preliminary comparison of fixed host size effects, a frozen neutral host of
70 Kuhn steps is equilibrated and frozen in place in the same manner as described
previously. Simulation is conducted for probe chains of size N = 25, 30, 40, 50, 60,
70, 100, and 140 Kuhn steps, all carrying a charge density of p=l (100 percent of
beads carrying a charge of
-1) and a Debye-Hlickel screening length of k'^ = 10
Kuhn steps. The probe chains are equilibrated for greater than Monte Carlo
(MC) time; steps, as previously described, positioned 15 Kuhn steps upstream of the
host, and then released. Probability of entanglement and average retention time
statistics arc; gathered for (;ach probe size, as described in the previous chapter.
To achieve adequate statistics, between 500 and 1000 independent simulations are
executed for each probe size.
4.3.2 Mobile Host
Mobile host simulations are carried out for host chain lengths of M = 70, 100,
and 200 Kuhn steps. Host chains carry no charge. Simulated probe chains carry
a charge density of p = 1, with a Debye-Hiickel screening environment of = 1
Kuhn steps. Probe lengths investigated are N = 50, 60, 70, 100, 140, and 200 Kuhn
steps. Both probe and host chains are independently "warmed up" for greater
than N'^ or MC time steps prior to commencement of each simulation. To
assure entanglement, probe and host are placed with centers of mass aligned along
the field direction, separated by a distance equivalent to 10 Kuhn steps and then
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released. The field, or x-direction, center of mass of the probe as it is dr
through the host, is monitored until the minimum x-direction bead of the probe has
just passed beyond the maximum x-direction bead of the host, ensuring complete
disentanglement. Statistics are gathered for the duration entanglement, and total
center of mass distance traveled at the completion of entanglement. For each probe-
liost combination, full bead position data are stored for a sampling of cases, enabling
visual presentation of the entire entanglement interaction and trajectory of the
probe and host chains.
4.4 Results
4.4.1 Fixed Host
For froz(!ii hosts of 70 and 200 beads, the probability of entanglement as a
function of probe size N is displayed in Figure 4.1. Comparison is made for probe
chains carrying a charge density p = I and experiencing a Debye-Hiickel screening
length = 10. This screening condition was chosen for comparison, in order to
investigate in particular, the regime in which the probe chain coil dimensions are
significantly greater than those of the host. It is noted that a 140 bead probe chain
has an average radius of gyration greater than twice that of the 200 bead neutral
host, and exhibits a slight drop in entanglement probability at this size. R(!sults
for the 70 bead host reveal an overall decrease in entanglement probability for all
probe chain lengths greater than or equal to 50, when compared to the 200 bead
host. The decrease in entanglement probability observed for the 200 bead host
for < 100, is quite extreme for the 70 bead host, with percent entanglement
dropping to about 20%, which is significantly lower than the 70% entanglement
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occurring with a 200 bead host. A secondary effect of host size is seen at the point
of the curve showing a sudden rise in entanglement prol)abiht,v with increasing N.
This is beheved to be associated with the onset of strong size distinction m average
retention time, and appears to occur at a shghtly lower N for the smaller host.
Average retention time t, is defined in the previous chapter as the average of
all types of delay experienced by the probe chain as it traverses the host, compared
to an unliitid(^r(!d average free solution trajectory. Since the host chain is frozen
ill position, tli(; duration of the pully type disengagement process of a probe chain
looped around a stationary segment of host is not affected by host size. In the
case of a frozen host, the average entanglement time is expected to be the same for
all hosts. The retention time includes the two factors of entanglement probability
and entanglement duration. Figure 4.2 compares U versus N for the two host sizes.
The smaller host yields smaller retention times, for all N, though the shapes of
the curves are similar in both cases. The decrease in overall retention time for the
smaller host is a reflection of the decrease in the probability of entanglement.
4.4.2 Mobile Host
A typical conformational trajectory of a probe-host entanglement interaction is
described in Figure 4.3. Similar to the frozen host case, the probe chain forms a
locus where it loops around the host, forming a 'U' shaped hairpin conformation
as the two ends are extended in the direction of the electric field. At the point of
the vertex of the 'U', the force of the field exerted on the probe chain is transferred
to the host chain, thereby dragging it along. At this point of entanglement, the
force exerted by the probe produces a similar hairpin conformation in the host.
The two hooked chains simultaneously undergo a pully like disengagement process.
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about^ locus of their entanglement. At tlu. release of one of the chain ends,
the other chain is left 'free' while still in a 'U' shaped conformation. From this
graphic illnstration of typical conformational states it is expected that statistically,
the shortest of two chains undergoing disengagement would complete the process
first, truncating the molecular w(ught dependence of the entanglement time of the
()th(!r.
To monitor prob(> and host motion, the probe and host center of mass position
is record(;d at 'time' intervals of 10 times N MC time steps. When the probe
has completely disengaged from its entanglement with the host, the MC tim(> step
and t,li(! (;(!nter of mass position of tlu; probe is recorded. The duration of the
(iiitanglement interaction in MC time steps is shown in Figure 4.4 versus N for each
of th(> tlir(>e host sizes M = 70, 100, and 140. Interestingly, for the 70 bead host,
the strong N dependence of entanglement duration is lost for probe chains larger
than th(^ host of N = 100, 140, and 200. These simulation data confirm that when
two chains undergo disengagement, the shortest chain tends to limit the process
yielding a time duration characteristic of the shortest chain. For the host size of
100, tli(> H-.uno trend is evident for N > 100. In the case of the 200 bead host, the
entangkniKUit duration continues to increase up to N=200. This demonstrates the
necessity of host size being greater than or equal to prob(> size (M > A'^) in order
to provide size distinction through the entanglement duration.
An average probe velocity during entanglement coupling is calculated from the
distance traveled by the probe during the course of the entanglement, divided
by the number of time steps. In Figure 4.5 probe velocity as a function of N
is plottcul for the three host sizes. This plot reveals a dip in probe velocity at
the probe size N, equal to the host size M. This interesting result may b(^ (piite
pertinent to the elucidation of bulk host size effects on probe size distinction. The
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average probe velocity during a single chain entanglement is dominated by diiferent
factors depending on whether the probe size is larger or smaller than the host.
When th(> probe chains are small relative to the host, the entanglement duration is
primarily responsible for decreasing probe velocity with increasing N. The resistance
provided by the host is large and the probe is unable to pull the host along while
entangled. As N increases, the chain is increasingly impeded due to the increasing
entanglement duration. On the other hand, when the probe is larger than the host,
tin; av(!rag(; v(!locity mcrease.H due to the increase of probe's ability to pull the
host along while entangled (the force of tlu; field is proportional to the charge on
th(! chain, which is proportional to N), which is v.ot counteracted by an increasing
entanglem(!nt duration, due to the truncation of this process when N > M.
4.5 Conclusions
Host size is shown in simulation to clearly play an important role in the size
discrimination of polyelectrolyte probe chains, during single chain entanglement
interactions. Both probability of and duration of entanglements are determined by
host size considerations. The greatest hindrance to probe motion provided by a
single (entanglement, occurs wh(>n jMobe and host sizes are eciual, and the strongest
pr()l)e siz(> distinction occurs when the probe size is less than or vx{\vdX to the host
size. The trends regarding host size effects on size distinction observed in these
simulations of single chain entanglements mirror those observed experimentally .
The sinmlations provide important insight into the role of the host in the single
chain dynamics of the separation mechanism, and help to explain l)ulk trends,
regarding matrix polymer molecular weight, observed for dilute polymer solution
matrices.
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Figure 4.1 Probability of successful entanglement versus N: com-
parison of 70 and 200 bead frozen hosts for p=l and
= 10.
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Figure 4.2 Retention time versus N: comparison of 70 and 200 bead
frozen hosts for p=l and = 10.
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Figure 4.3 Typical time evolution of conformation for mobile host-
probe entanglement interaction.
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Figure 4.4 Average entanglement duration versus N for mobile
hosts of 70, 100 and 200 beads.
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Figure 4.5 Probe velocity versus N for mobile hosts of 70, 100, and
200 beads.
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Figure 4.5 Probe velocity versus N for mobile hosts of 70, 100, and
200 beads.
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CHAPTER 5
CAPILLARY ELECTROPHORETIC SEPARATION OF
POLY(STYRENE SULFONATE) IN DILUTE
SOLUTIONS OF PULLULAN
5.1 Abstract
Dilut(^ solution matrices for electrophoretic separation of polyelectrolytos ar(^ in-
vestigated through use of nioch^l, nearly monodisperse polymer systems. Capillary
electrophoresis is performed on the flexible polyelectrolyte poly(styrene sulfonate)
in solutions of pullulan, with the objective of delineating the role of neutral poly-
mer m()l(M:ular weight on charged polymer mobility. Dilute i)olymer sieving butters
(c < r:*) containing i)ullulan fractions ranging in molecular w(nght from 48,000
g/mol to 1,600,000 g/mol are utilized systematically to separate poly(styrene sul-
fonate) samples of molecular weights ranging from 38,000 g/mol to 1,188,000 g/mol.
A plot of absolute electrophoretic mobility versus molecular w(nglit is sigmoidal and
optimal s(^i)aration is observed near the inflection point wher(^ analyt(^ and matrix
moku'ular w(nghts are roughly comparable. Eff"ect of matrix concentration is inves-
tigat(Hl for higher molecular weight pullulans.
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5.2 Introduction
5.2.1 Background
Neutral polymer solutions are becoming widely accepted as matrices for cap-
illary electrophoresis (CE) as the advantages of filling capillaries with replaceable
low viscosity solutions (versus crosslinked gels) are becoming more apparent. Poly-
mer solution matrices have mostly been used for analytical work involving ds-DNA
fragments but the approach shows equal promise in the arena of synthetic polyelec-
trolytes, for example, in the separation of poly(styrene sulfonate) in hydroxyethyl-
cellulose [80, 101, 102] and in potential analysis of polydisperse synthetic polyelec-
trolytes such as poly (acrylic acid) [80]. This novel variant of CE has been shown
in many cases to be superior to more conventional techniques in terms of analysis
time, resolution, efficiency, and molecular weight range[80]. Favorable comparisons
can be made to both size exclusion chromatography and gel electrophoresis.
In tli(> dilute regime, where concentration is below the entanglement thresh-
old, many static solution properties depend on molecular weight, in contrast to
the semidilute case wherein these properties are concentration but not molecular
weight de])endent[103] Much of the current theory of electrophoretic separation is
not appropriate to dilute systems, as these theories are based primarily on con-
cepts relevant to a contiguous network of stationary obstacles having a regular and
fixed spatial distribution. Investigators of polymer solution matrices have touched
upon many of the factors contributing to the dilute solution separation mechanism,
such as molecular weight [1,3,13,79,101], concentration [2,3,101], polydispersity
[3,33], hydrophilicity [3], stiffness [3], charge density[104], and counter-ion type
[102]. Many of these factors, however, remain poorly understood, with experimen-
tal comparisons made without full account of other variables. Basic issues thus
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remain unresolved and the mechanism of size based separation in uncrossHnked
polymer solutions remains a matter of debate.
The relationship between matrix molecular weight and analyte size selectivity
has been inadequately addressed in previous work in this area. Studies investigating
this issue have neglected to account for polydispersity of the matrix polymer, with
the lowest reported polydispersity index (PDI) greater than 2[13], often between 5
and 12[.3], and sometimes unreported[l, 101]. {PDI = M^JM^ and describes the
ratio of Ihv. weight average molecular weight M,„ to the number average molecular
weight M,,,). In the current study, which focuses on model polymers that have been
indei)end(!ntly characterized, polydispersities are always low. Since the objective
is tJuis not analysis, we borrow from the polymer physics literature the terms
"host" and "probe" to reference, respectively, the neutral polymer and migrating
poly(^lectr()lyte.
Previous workers have established that the size of the host polymer plays a
io\o in probe selectivity, and that the mechanism of probe separation is strongly
influenced by the size of the host. The same investigators showed that "high"
molecular weight hosts better separate larger probes, and the "low" molecular
weight hosts better separate smaller probes [1-3, 13, 30, 79, 101]. Further, in at least
some cases, mixing of large and small hosts increases the range of separation[13, 33].
One proposed explanation for these effects is transient entanglement coupling[l,
2] however, this explanation remains mostly a concept of limited and ambiguous
detail. One author argues that the local resistance of the host network is dependent
on the size of the host used [105] and another postulates that for large probes
(ds-DNA), the increased retardation with increased host size is a result of the
progressive change from the collision with the surface of the host to one occurring
after permeation [79].
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We have chosen to examine the role of matrix niokH uhir w(>i}^ht l)oy()ii(l the cate-
gories ol "hirge" and "small", by employing a narrow disp(>rsity i)()lynier oven- a. wide
range of molecular weight. In this fashion, we find a more definitive relationship be-
tween host molecular weight and probe size selectivity, with the intention of further
elucidating the operating mechanism of entanglement dominated separation
5.2.2 Entanglement Threshold and Polydispersity
Critical to tli(< understanding of molecular dynamics in the dilute regime is a
proper dcHiiition of the entanglemcnit or overlap threshold c*
, which is the concen-
tration subdividing dilute, and semidilute solution domaiiis[103]. More broadly, lin-
ear polvuKH- solutions show different viscoelastic and thermodynamic behaviors in
thr(!(! concentration regimes: dilute, semidilute, and concentrated[106]. For the di-
lute; r(!gim(!, in a good solvent, thv. excludcHl volume effect between segments i)lays a
dominant rol(! in determining thermodyiiamic propcaties, and polymer coils may be
approximated as hard spheres with respect to intermolecular interactions [107, 108].
The overlap threshold where concentration c equals r;*, distinguishes solution con-
ditions in which the coils are separate and mutually repulsive from the semidilute
polymer solution, in which the coils overlap and interpenetrate, c* is not a sharp
threshold and is more properly defined as a crossover region. The scaling projierties
of c* are, however, unambiguous[103]. In a good solvent, c* can be equated to the
concentration at which the bulk solution concentration is comparable^ to the local
concentration inside a single swollen coil, i. e.,
M.
c* = ^-.^ (5.1)
where Na is Avogadro's number, and By is the radius of gyration of isolated chains
in dilute solution, which typically varies with molecular weight according to the
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l)()W(>r hiw rx M;;^, T\h) swelling oxpoiunit u is aJ)()ut l^/T) in a ^^hhI solvcMitj I ()!)].
()iniU,(Ml (Voni (uiuation 5.1 is a possible ovdv.v unity pn^factor.
A (liffonmco l)otw(uui ihv diluit* and scnnidilntc* n^giinc^s iinportanl, to (Jic discus-
sion of polymer solution niatricc^s is the presence or absence of a inohM-ular wcn^^lit
de|)(Mui(Mice to solution tli(M7nodynM,niic proi)erti(^s. In tlic dilut(^ n^[i,iin(^ solution
pioperties in a, ^i,(>od solvent are dcp(>ndeiit on molecular w(Mj>lit tlir()Ufi,li tli(^ ra-dius
i)\ ^yiaiion. It lollovvs that the mohu iilar w(M}>,lit of an individual coil is a, key vari-
aJ)Ie in the dilute^ In contrast, (^xcludi^d volume (^liects an^ scriMUKul out in a
s(^ini-(lilut(! solution, with tli(! (:ons(Hiu(uic(^ that l(uifi,th scal(\s and prop(a ti(^s a,re in-
st(^ad concentration d(^p(;ii(l(!nt. Althou}»,h the conc(uitration nunains low c()mi)ar(Hl
l-o melt conditions, polymer chains in a semidilute solution ovcniap strongly and
l)(»hav(» tlKUTiiodynamically in a uuiversal mann(M'[l().'5, 1 10, 1 1 1]. CJhain diuHMisions
vary with concentration according to simph^ i)()W(n' laws in which (^xponcnits are
ind(^l)eiideut of mohH'ular w(Mght as well as the ch(^iiiical nature of |)()lym(^r and
S()lv(Mit[ I ()!)). In th(^ s(Mnidilut(* r(*girn<% t-h(^ n^hwant IfMigth is considerfHl to he tin?
coiT(Hation length ^(r) as o|)pos(nl to the radius of gyration 11,^. ((r ) charact(n*-
i/(^s the decay of monomer cor relations in mononuM" concentration lluctiuiiions and
va,i'i(^s with concentration a,ccording to
^ = /u(^)-" (5-2)
where // /V(3/^ - 1) « 3/'1[l()!)]. corn^lal.ioii leii[i,l,li lias Ixmmi
descrihed as
analogous lo an average; pore si/e in order to (•oirii)aTe polymer sohit.ioii separation
behaviors with those of g(-l el(H:tr()i)horesis[.'58].
Consi(l(>ring the differenee in the nioleenlar weight iiifhuMice on ])roperties Ixv
tween the dilute and semi-dilute regimes, it is expected that the eUeets ol matrix
mol(H:ular weight on separation will he most, strongly observed ai concentrations
that are below c*. Only when the host chains are acting as discrete particles,
will th(;y manifest size differences in their interactive entanglement Ix-liavior. Re-
search(;rs to date, however, have not observed any significant discontinuous b(>liav-
ior in separation selectivity at c*[3, 101]. The sharpness of the overlap transition is
strongly affected l)y polydispersity, and previous researchers have not used polymer
syst(>rr)s which would classify even as narrowly disperse.
The c()iicej)t of an overlap threshold remains ill-defined for a polydisperse sys-
t(!m. TheoKiiical d(!finiti()ns and subs(>(|uent scaling arguments for c* are l)as(Hl on a
m(jnodispers(! polynuir solution, or sonu>times more crudc'ly, using the w(ught aver-
age mol(!(:ular weight and the z-average radius of gyration. Exp(>rini(nital values of
scaling prefactors are found in many cases to be very sensitive to polydispersity [109].
Even in monodisperse conditions, the value of c* can show vast differences depend-
ing on the method of determination or definition, c* can be calculatcnl via equation
5.1 using the dilute solution radius of gyration obtained by light scattering mea-
surements, or less directly via the intrinsic viscosity. Values so obtained can differ
by a factor of two or three, c* is expected to scale inversely with intrinsic viscosity,
however some authors rejxn-t r* = 1.5/[r/][84] and others report c* = .G/[//][112], a
differcnice of almost a factor of 3.
A more emi)irical, but less accurate method of determinmg r' rc^sts on the onset
of u()nlin(>arity in viscosity versus concentration[38, 113, 114], a definition sidestep-
ping theorcitical complications and polydispersity. In a system with a polydispersity
of the order of 12, however, the true condition of the individual coils is a matter of
speculation.
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5.3 Capillary Electrophoresis
5.3.1 Instrumentation
A s(;h(!matic of a typical capillary electrophoresis (CE) apparatus is shown in
Figure 5.2. The basic components include a high voltage power supi)ly, an on-line
detection system, a data collection device such as a computer or chart recorder, a
capillary, ntid two electrolyte reservoirs containing the the electrophoresis buffer.
The bullcr' res(>rvoirs are large, compared to the capillary volume minimizing effects
ol' el(!clrolysis on builer composition. Samples are typically introduced into the
capillary, by either electrokinetic injection, (whereby the electric held is used to
draw t,h(; analytes into the capillary) or hydrostatic pressure (in which the sample
vial is temporarily pr(;ssurized to force analytes to flow into the capillary). In
sophisticatcul systems, an autosainpling device can introduce the sample into the
capillary and scKjuentially move the capillary to different electrolyte reservoirs.
Electrophoresis takes place inside the separation channel, typically a fused silica
capillary, 20-l()() cm long, with an inside diameter of 20-100 fi/m. Capillary diam-
eters of less than 100 nm are recommended for optimal heat dissipation and band
resolution. Fused silica is most widely employed due to its outstanding c()ml)ina-
tion of pr(!cise dimensions, low ekictrical conductance, high tluunial conductance,
chemical inc^rtness, high mechanical strength, and high optical transmission to a
wide spectrum of light (190-900 nni)[17]. The internal surface of the capillary can
be left bare or coated, depending on the application. The external surface of the
capillary is often coated with polyimide to provide mechanical strength. The cap-
illary inl(>ts and outlets are positioned as needed in sample and buffer vials and the
capillary is cooled during operation, either by forced air convection or encasement
in a temperature controlled cartridge.
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The primary CE (ktoction mcUiods
-.uv. ullra-violct, aWsorpl ion oi- lascr-iiuluccd
fluonrsccmcc (I.IK), in tj„. luajority ol' applications, UV-vis ahsoiUaiicc (Iclcctioii
provides ade(iiiat,e sensitivity, and practically all coniniercial instruments are e(iuippc<l
with this type of detector. LIF ofl'ers 1(K)-1()()() fold improvemeni, in sensitivity,
and when combined with (hior lal)(«linp, systems, is used in many hioniedical ap-
|)lications, snch as chromosoirK* sorting and DNA secinencing. Other dcitection
methods inclnde conductivity, electrocliemicaJ, i axlioisotope, and mass spectrome-
try! 1 I
">l-
Molecules mif^rate in the separation channel, due l,o the applied electric held,
a,t dinerent lates, passinf^ throu}j,h the dc^tectoi- cell at dillerenl, tmies. Optical
trans]ja,r(Mi(;y of the capillary inside the detector, re(|uir(!d for saini)l(! detection,
is a,clii(!ved through icmovaJ of the (!xteiiial coating. Due to the high volta,g(!S
ri(!(;ossa,iy to driv(! (iUu-.trophoresis, electiical safety is recpiired; (IK systems are
typically e(|nippe(l with a, safety int(>rlock.
5.15.2 Eloctroosiiiolic Flow
Unlike slab gel electro|)horesis, C'E caii take advantage of two modes of mi-
gration t.c. the drift ca,use(l by el(>ctr()ph()retic motion of the charged solute, and
ol(u:tr()osmotic flow (h'OI'). An a(|ueous buffer syst(un in an untreai(>d fuse(| silica
capillary gen(>rally produces a, n(>gativelv charged capillary surface. Responsible (or
this charge iirv the silica surfa,c(> functional gioups, itiainly silanols. which exhibit
an av(>ra,ge pK' or pi of aiound 1.2 to 2. Ilence these gioups aic deprotoiiated and
negatively chai'ged above pi I values in this rang(-.
Prior to expel imeiits, the inside wall of the capillary can be tr(!ated with a, basic
solution, further ionising the silanols to enhance negative cliargci on the surlace.
(iH
The negatively charged surface attracts a mobile layer of positively charged cations,
referred to as the double layer, producing a gradient of positive charge perpendicular
to the surface. Upon application of the electric field, the mobile cations are drawn
towards the negatively charged cathode, dragging solvent molecules and producing
E0F[18].
Th(> v(>locity profile resulting from EOF is flat, as opposed to the parabolic pro-
Iil(! of prciSHure driven flow, and this flatness lessens the severity of zone spreading.
EOF velocity is i)roportional to the zeta potential (, the dielectric constant of the
buli(!r f
,
and ttu; applied electric held strength E, and inversely proportional to the
viscosity // of the buffer:
=
-T- (5-3)
where
47r(5fi
C =— (5.4)
in which ^ is the thickness of the diffuse double layer and e is the charge per unit
surfac(^ area. Various experimental factors determine the magnitude of the EOF,
most notably tlu^ l)nflor pH and ionic strength. Capillary coatings can be uschI to
reverse, r(xluce or totally eliminate EOF.
With electroosmotic flow and negatively charged analytes, a counter migration
takes place inside the capillary. The solute is driven in one direction by EOF and the
other by electrophoresis. The solute's net velocity is the difference of the two, which
typically is toward the cathode. The advantage of this is increased residence times
and thus greater efficiency. Another consequence is inverted migration of solutes,
with the most electrophoretically mobile particles remaining in the capillary longest,
and electropherograms taking on the appearance as shown in Figure 5.3. The net
velocity Ke< obtained in the electropherogram must then be adjusted to account for
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the el(H:l,r()()Siriotic flow velocity ohtaiiiiiiji, the act-ual (-Icctiophorcl ic v(«l()city
Vr.i. ol' I, lie analyt(; through the nihition
= Vosm - Vnrt (5.5)
5.4 Neutral Host Polymer
Piilhihui has boon chosoii for th(> host polynior primarily due to its availability
in narrow disporsity rnolocnlar weight Craetions. Pnllnlan is a linear polysaceharido,
biologically produced as an extracellular alplia-glucan of the fungus Aureobasidiuni
l)nnuhiiis
.
PolynH>ri'/(>d from maltotrios through th(> (y - 1
,
G-glucosidic linkage,
the polvmei' is edible, amorphous, and biodegradable. A coimiKMcially vcM'sion can
be ijrepared liom liydrolysed sta,rch[l 17]. The structure of |)iillulan is given in I'ig-
Figure 5.1 Structure of pullulan
lire 5.1. Marketed as a gel permeation chromatography (CPC) re(er(Mice standard,
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noarly inonodisiHU'sc! rmcl.ions arc obUuiicd m l |„. loi in <>[' nyM !'r;'<lc(l mol.Tular
wciKliLs, raiif^iiig IVoin 5,800 ii^/uuA !,<, 1 ,(i(iO,0()() ii^/uu>\ wil li polydispcrsil ics imij^iiifA
fioiii I. on l,o I.I l|l l<S|. The solulioii piopciUcsorpiilliihui have l.ccii cliaracUTi/cMj,
witJi inolcciilar wcij-lil, (Icix'ikIciiI, iiilritisic viscosil/uis reported lor Uic iiK.leciiliu
wciKliI- r;uij!,e of ciirrcnl, irit,erost[l 10], I'Vasihilily of piilliilan as an ehr.irophordic
sep;ir;i( ion medium lias heen previously deirioiisiraiefj in polyimide coated capillar-
ies ai concenUjitioiis of ;')-7% w/v for S(!i)arat,ion of SDS proteins. In t his applicn-
l-ion, ciled Ix-nelil-s included low viseosil.y and ult,raviolel, t,r;uisparencyr^O, 12'
5.5 Expoiiiiuuital
5.5. 1 Instrumentation
Tin; chiclropliorcsis coluiiui consists ofa siii}i,le, GO cm long, ruscd-silica ca,i)ill;vry,
(Polymicro 'rechnoloj^ies, IMiocnix, AZ) liavin^^ ;ui inside diauiei.er of >{) inn and an
ouLside diairict.cr of .'5Gr) /////. The el(H;l,r(){l(!S for the souice, sarnplc, and destination
r(iscrv()irs consist of |)la-tiinim wire. The capillary pa,ss(is from t he anodic (souicc)
vial, l liron^i,li iJie detection system, t,o the (>lectrica,lly f^ioundcHl ca,tliodic (destina-
tion) vial. The coating on the capillary is etche(| oil, hy burning and sul)se(|uent
wiping with acetone, to loi in a, window, 10 cm IVom the anodic end. The capillary
passes t hrougli an IS( 'i ) ( 'V4 UV-vis variable wavelengt h absorhaiiee detector pio-
viding on column del,ection of iJie poly (sl-yrene sullouaie) at, a. wavelength of 2'.'>^)
iim. ;\ high voltage dc (O-.'UlkV) power su|)ply ((dassniaii High Voltage, Inc) is used
to diive th(! (ihictroplioresis, while tJie current is monitored on a i'lnke digital
nndl,imelcr. Th(! ca,pilla,ry is (UicIosckI in a phixiglass box and cooled by convected
air. iJ(5tect()r signaJ data are rcicorchnl and st()r(>d on an II5M type I'C.
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5.5.2 Materials
Pr()l)c>s of standard sodium poly(styrene sulfonate) were obtained from Scientific
Polymer Products (Ontario, NY) which specified weight average molecular weights
by g(>l permeation chromatography as follows: 38,000 g/mol, 57,000 g/mol, 104,000
g/mol, 262,000 g/mol, 505,000 g/mol, 801,000 g/mol, and 1,188,000 g/mol
,
with
polydispersities of 1.35, 1.05, 1.2, 1.10, 1.24, 1.16, and 1.17, respectively. The
samples are dissolved individually in bufler solution at a concentration of 1000
ppm, and subsequently mixed, prior to analysis. Benzyl alcohol (Fisher Chemical,
Fair Lawn, N.J.) is used as a neutral marker for determination of EOF velocity.
Host concentrations are scaled to c*, which is calculated from previously re-
ported light scattering and intrinsic viscosity data[117]. When available (molecular
weights of 856,000 g/inol and 380,000 g/mol) c* is obtained through the radius
of gyration by equation 5.1. In other cases, c* is calculated from the intrinsic
viscosity: c* = [//]"'. Mol(!cular weights determined by th(^ manufactur(^r using
ultracentrifugal sedinuuitation ('(luilibrium are given in the following tabl(> whi(.:h
lists th(! molecular weights, reported polydispersities, and the concentration used
for c*.
Table 5.1 Overlap concentration used for piiUulan solutions
Molecular Weight (g/mol) Polydispersity (* (g/cc)
23,700 1.06 .0506
48,000 1.09 .0340
100,000 1.10 .0222
186,000 1.13 .0156
380,000 1.12 .0134
853,000 1.14 .0056
1,660,000 1.19 .0035
Tli(> l)uf{er, to which measured amounts of pullulan are added, consists of a
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O.OIM solution of dibasic sodium phosphate (Fisher Chemical) of pH 7.5. Pnllulan
is ad(l(Ml l(, the prefiltered buffer solution to concentration c* and sul^seciucaitly
diluted to the desired concentration. The solutions were hand shaken and allowed
to stand for 48 hours in a refrigerator prior to use. PuUulans were purchased as
the Shodex Standard kit P-82 (Showa Denko, Japan).
5.5.3 Procedure
Th(> inner surface of each capillary is initially treated with a IM solution of
NaOH for several hours, fully ionizing the silanol (Si-OH) surface groups. Next,
the capillary is successively washed for 10 minutes with O.IM and O.OIM solutions of
NaOil. l-'inally, it is allowed to e(iuilibrat(> with running buffer containing pnllulan
until both th(! currcuit and UV absorbance remain stable. As needed, capillar-
i(!S iuv. reconditioned with IM NaO?I for iO minutes; reconditioning is suggested
when problems of reproducibility, current, or baseline arise. Capillaries are stored
overnight in O.OOIM NaOH.
El(H:tr()kinetic injection for six seconds introduces the sanii)le at the anodic end
of the capillary. After injection, the filled end of the capillary is placed back into the
source vial containing running buffer, and the voltage reapplied. Typically, 15,000
Volts is applied over 60 cm, yielding a field strength of 250 V/cm. The temperature
of the convected air in the interlocked capillary compartment is maintained at 2{)"C
throughout the experiment. Neutral benzyl Alcohol is added to each sample vial
(1 drop to 4 mL) and the velocity of this marker corresponds to the EOF velocity
needed to evaluate equation 5.5. Velocities are always calculated from positions of
l)eak maxima.
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5.6 Results
At high electric field strengths, current in the capillary causes excessive Joule
heating which alters electrophoretic mobility through a decrease in buffer viscos-
ity[18]. On the other hand, higher field strengths yield shorter analysis times and
narrower peaks. To ascertain the maximum field strength at which the cooling sys-
tem allows effective temperature-controlled operation, a study of the "apparent"
fi(!ld strength dependence of free solution mobility of the PSS is reported in Figure
5.4. ("apparent", since the electric field effect noted here is actually an artifact
of nonisothermal conditions.) The convected air cooling system utilized in these
studies is seen to provide adequate cooling for field strengths up to 250 volts/cm
before an appreciable increase in mobility due to Joule heating is observed; the
result applies only to the selected ljuffer, since higher and lower ionic strengths
would produce higher and lower Joule heating, respectively. All pullulan solution
experiments are performed at an electric field strength of 250 volts/cm.
Below a critical molecular weight PSS exhibits a molecular weight dependent
free solution mobility. Figure 5.5 is an electropherogram of the free solution behav-
ior of a sample mixture of PSS, containing molecular weight fractions of 5,000
g/mol, 57,000 g/mol, 262,000 g/mol and 1,188,000 g/mol. The first peak, at
about 13.8 minutes is comprised of the three higher molecular weight components,
demonstrating the indistinguishability of their free solution mobilities. The second,
smaller peak, at about 15.5 minutes is due to the 5,000 g/mol fraction. The mo-
bility of this lower molecular weight sample is higher than for the other molecular
weights, an unexplained trend; this polymer is expected to display a lower mobility.
To maintain a consistency in the study of the effects of dilute solutions of pullulan
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on ichilivc (^l(H:l,n,|,l,()rd,i(: iii..l.iliU(.s, lJi(« available I„w<m- inolccilar wri^^lil, li aciions
<»r rSS arc not, inclndcd in tJic ("xpci iniciilaJ protocol.
lOlcct i.. phoresis ni("a,stii-('nicnl,s anMlc^serihe.l ni .m -leiof niei-easniK [.nilnlai, iiH.lee-
nlar weij^lit, sinrimg wiUi the lowest, niol.H ular wei^-ht,. This lu.st, is nolal.ly smaller
Uifui t,lie smallest, CSS probe, 2.3,700 g/mol versus :58,()()0 ^/„i,,|. |)is(;riniinat,ion of
I'SS by molecular weifi,hl, in t,liis Hrst, host, case is poor al, bot h concent i jdions (<x-
aniined, c' / ] and '2c' /:\. The mobilily diU'crence bet ween t he smallest, and lar^;est,
PSS prc.bcs is only 0.1)12 ciir/Vs and D.or.r, r/z/^l/.s, rospect,ively, t,oo small lo
be of nnich conse(|ncnce. The hi^^lier concentration host piovides slif>ht,ly b(>t,t,ei'
disci immat ion; csp(!cially not,aJ)le is dist,iiict,ioii ol' t he t,vvo lowest, molecular vveiji,ht,
rSS sa,iiipl(;s. Tlu; main im|)a,ct, ol' incrcrascd host, coucent,ra,t,ion is lowered mobilit,y
across all molccuia,r w(!ight,s.
Hie 48, ()()() molecular weight, pulluhui solut,ion more clearly separa,t,es t,hc dil-
fci-cnt probes, a, f,r(Mid most, evideul, Cor lowei' molecular vv(-ij^hl, PSS. In l-'i^ure T).?
the relative elect, ro|)h()i'et,ic mobilities ol' the seven I'SS sa.mples are plot, t,ed \(msus
molecuhu' weif!,ht, I'oi liosl,s at \/Ac*. H,e])res(nil,a-t,ive error bars display t in- run t,o
run variat ion in iuea,sui'e(l luobility: t Iki l,rend with probe moleculai- weight, is nnich
l)et,t (M' delinecl t liaii t his ei roi' bai' indicates since t he saini)les are rim t,ofi,el,her, elim-
iiialiu.t; run t,o i iiu variat ions responsible lor t he ma joi ilN' ol' error. It, is clear Ironi
t his plot t hat, I, he steepest, slo|)e, which represents t,he la,rj.i,est, separation, occurs be-
t,\v(>eii t he ;;(S,()00 and I he r)7,()()0 molecular winghl TSS. For PSS molecular weifi,htH
above 1 01, ()()(), t,licre is ViiiU\ dilhucuiiiatrou in clect,roi)li()rct,ic mobilities. As seen
ill lM}2,ur(> T).?, th(> sti-oii^cst, separa,ti()ii for 100,000 j^/mol hosts occurs at, molecular
wcif^hts bctw(HMi 57,000 and the KM,000 k/uioI irresi)octive of host coiic(>iit,ration.
iMj^iirc 5.8 is a, representative ('lectr()plicro};rain For th(> 100,000 r/iuoI host,. ]\'aks
look broader than those tyi)icaJly se(Mi for DNA, due to probe polydispersit,y N()l,c
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th(! g/iriol l^SS IS luarly bascliiu! scpamUul, while aJl othcis an- iiol
. Tlio
three liigh(!st molecular weight PSS samples (unerge in one peak, and are barely
(lifieicntiable.
At 180,000 g/mol, the piillnlan host matrix shows similar trends to thos(> ob-
served ill lower molecular weight. Figure 5.9 shows the electrophoretic mobility
versus niohicular weight for concentrations of
1 /'Ic* and l/2c*. The host molecu-
lar weight is close to the middle of the range of ])i()b(> molecular weights, and a
slight sigmoidaJ shape is revealed in tlu- curves, with the iuHeetion point ai)i)rox-
inu),t(!ly where iJie host and probe molecular w(Mghts match. Here, one se(>s that
incrcas(!d host concentration shifts th(> infh;ction point slightly t-o t,h(! k^ft. At the
l/4c* concentration, the best nujbility diiierentiation lies between tiie 104,000 a,nd
the 202,000 g/mol PSS. A sauij^le ekictroplKuogram for this host is given in Figure
5.10, showing that th(! best p(!ak resolution lies in the range of greatest mobility dif-
ferentiation. The sam(! host im])r()ves r(^solution at higher i)robe moh-cular w(Mght
as well.
The pullulan host mol(>cular weight of 380,000 g/mol falls in the middle of the
range of ])rol)(^ niolecular w(>ights. Mobilities foi- this host plott(>d in Figure 5.11,
again show a sigmoidal shape;, which is most distinct at the liighei- l/2c* concen-
tration. The st(M>pest slopes on th(> two plots are iiolcd between the 202,000 g/mol
and 501, ()()() g/mol probes. Overall, however, tlu; (mtin; plot is sufliciently sloix'il to
yield good separation betwecui all probes, as dcnnonstrated in tiie (ilectropherogram
of Figure 5.12, which disi)la,ys ckuir peaks for all samph^s. A brief investigation of
field strength is displayed in Figure 5.13 for the 380,000 g/mol host.
When the host molecular weight increases to 850,000 g/mol, as shown in Figure
5.14, a, d(>cr(uis(> in si/(> discrimination of smaller probes becomes evident, especially
at the lower concentrations of 1/8 and L/4c*. Interestingly, wIhmc prob(> and liosi,
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are of comparable molecular weight, the slope of the l/4c* curve is the steepest
of the concentration set. At c* there is a decrease in the slope at probe molecular
weight above 801,000. The electropherogram for this host, plotted in Figure 5.15,
is probably the most impressive of the entire thesis project, with near baseline
separation of all but the two lowest molecular weight samples.
For a host of molecular weight 1,600,000 g/mol, results are similar to those at
856,000 g/mol except that separation of higher molecular weight probes improves.
As seen in Figure 5.16, the best probe discrimination at l/4c* concentration is
at or near the highest molecular weight probes examined. Yet at this same con-
centration there is almost no molecular weight discrimination between the three
lowest molecular weight probes. As the host concentration is increased from this
level to 2c*, the low molecular weight probes are more clearly separated and the
higher molecular weight probes less so. The point of optimum separation shifts to
smaller probe size when host concentration increases above the overlap threshold.
The electropherogram in Figure 5.17, for the 1,600,000 molecular weight pullulan
at l/2c*, shows quite large peak separation for the higher molecular weight PSS
samples, and no peak separation for the three lowest molecular weight PSS.
5.7 Discussion and Conclusions
As displayed in Figure 5.18, comparing mobility versus probe molecular weight
curves for three different host molecular weights, all at 1/4 of c*, highlights trends
in separation with respect to host molecular weight. Each curve suggests that the
best separation, represented by the steepest slope, falls in a range of comparable
host and probe molecular weights.
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Thus, unlike in gels and perhaps concentrated solutions, tlu; niedianjsm of
separation operating in dilute solutions appears sensitive to the size of the host
molecules. Below the overlap concentration, the matrix molecules no longer entan-
gle with (!ach other to form a mesh of intertwined components, but instead, act
as individual molecules with a characteristic size corresponding to their molecular
weight. In contrast to the entangled solution environment, th(; host coils in the
dilute solution are highly mobile and can be dragged with the probes in tlu; field.
The degree of frictional resistance provided by a host coil is strongly depend(!nt on
both il,s size and conformation: if the hosts are much smaller than the migrating
probes, they are not "seen" as true obstacles, and instead, provide; only a mean
viscous background. Such small matrix chains slow probes down, but do not pro-
vide significant molecular weight discrimination. If the host chains are comparable
or larg(n than the i)rob(!s, they act as true obstacles with a resistance great enough
to confine;, impede, and deform the probe, thereby imparting a nnich stronger size
discrimination. If the hosts are very large compared to the probe, the host and
probe again don't "see" each other, and the probe molecules pass right through
the spaces in the host, without significant size distinction. In fact, if chain confor-
mations are similar, there is a symmetry in response about a probe/host ratio of
unity, a feature that is easily discerned by adopting a reference frame moving with
the probe molecules.
When the host solution is dilute, there are spaces between the matrix coils
around which migrating probes can pass, avoiding interaction with the hosts. This
trend is most significant when the host molecular weight is very high and the
corresponding overlap concentration is relatively low. Spaces in between matrix
obstacles manifest a second characteristic length scale for a dilute solution, one
which plays a role in determining the separation range through the variable of
concentration. As the concentration is increased, the characteristic size of the
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spaa-s l)(!l,wo(m liosi, chains is i\vx:iv.;isv,\
, and 1 1... si/c <lis(Tiniinnii(.n ranK(> dosmids
to inclndc smaller and smaller probes. Increased hosl. concenhnlion also in. ivases
Mi(" solnl Ion viscosity, the elh-ct of which is to d(>crease mobilities (mMall.
Ill the lan^ve of probe molecnlar w(-i^lits that are similar to the host, there is
little iiriprovement in separation with increased concentration. The spaces between
l-he host coils act as channels throuj^h which smaller molecules easily pass, avoidinK
intcraction with the host chains Jiltof^etiier. In tlu- model of (-ntropic bai i ieis, set
lorth by Mntlmknmar and co-workers [04, (if), 07, 72]
the spaces or j^orcs through which probes must pass in a f^cl are se(>n as entiopic
"bottleiKfcks". In th(! small probe extreme, known as the ( )fi,ston sievin^i, regime,
the coil si/e is sinaliei' than the [nnv. si/e, and thus coils are able to pass thron^^h
nnderoniiefl, (-xi)eriencing little or no conl'ormational "s(|U(M>/infi," and hence a min-
imal entiopic ener^i,y barrier. The spaces betw(>en host coils in a, dilute solution can
be vi(>wed in a similar way, with a, minimal molecular weight, de|)en(lence imparted
to i)i()be mobility when the s])aces are la,rfi,(>, relative to Ihv si/e of the probe. This
condition exists if either the host concentration is esp(>cially low, or the probes
are especially siriall. With an increase in concentration, there is a corresi)()nding
decrease in the si/e of the sj)aces between host coils, resulting; in an improved range
of molecular' wei}i,ht discr irninatiorr.
There appear s to be several cornporrerrts ol the probe-host, inter actions thai, r(>-
srrlt, irr iirobility discriininatiorr. Irr these experiments, both host rrrolecrrlar' wei^;ht
arrd corrceirtratioii inoduce consistent and primary tnnrds. Othei' inllirences, iir-
clrrdirrji, corrrorma,tion (coil exi)ansi()rr) of host or jjiobe, (l(>gr(>e of corrrplexatiorr,
s(,iirir(>ss, clrarg(> (Umsity, and so forth iivv also srrrc to |)lay role in the separations.
Us(> of this sarrre jjrobe-host system of poly(styr(>ne sirll'onate) and pulliilaii irr frrtiini
work could yi(>ld a, tremendons amonrrt of iufornratiorr. Mixirrg ofdillerent molec-
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ular weight pullulans could further elucidate the role of host polydispersity and
perhaps <letermirie optimum mixtures for the broadest separation ranges. Use of a
complexing agent would facilitate understanding of complexation in these systems.
Variation of ionic strength or counterion type could provide useful information on
the roles of conformation and stiffness. And of course, systematic comparisons with
other neutral polymers and polyelectrolytes will also yield information on complex-
ation, stiffness, etc. as well as provide an arena in which to determine the generality
of th(!se conclusions.
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APPARATUS
:
Capillary Electrophoresis
Power Supply
+
Electrophoretic Velocity
(tor anionic species)
iLlcctroosinotic
Velocity
Net Solute
Velocity
Figure 5.2 Schematic diagram of capillary electrophoresis experi-
mental apparatus and electroosmotic flow inside the cap-
illary.
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a)
ANODE CATHODE
ELECTROOSMOTIC FLOW
b)
CATIONS
Smaller, more highly
charged
NEUTRALS
ANIONS
(INCREASING MOBILIIT)
Smaller, more highly
charged
TIME
gure 5.3 a) Migration order of cations, neutrals and anions inside
a capillary, b) Representative electropherogram result-
ing from electroosmotic flow.
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^ure 5.4 Electric field effect on free solution mobility of
poly(styrene sulfonate) in .01 M dibasic phosphate buffer
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Figure 5.5 Electropherogram showing no separation in free solution
of three largest samples in a mixture of four molecular
weights of poly(styrene sulfonate).
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gure 5.6 Electrophoretic mobility of poly(styrene sulfonate) in
a l/4r* concentration of puUulan of molecular weight
48,000 g/mol.
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7 Eloctrophorotic mol)ilii.y of poly(styrene sulfonate) in
pnlhilan solutions of niolotular weight 100, ()()() g/niol.
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Figure 5.8 Electropherogram: poly(styrene sulfonate) in 100,000
molecular weight puUulan solution at a concentration of
2/3c*
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Figure 5.9 Electrophoretic mobility versus molecular weight for
poly(styrene sulfonate) in puUulan solution of molecu-
lar weight 186,000 g/mol.
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Figure 5.10 Electropherogram: poly(styrene sulfonate) in 186,000
molecular weight pullulan solution at a concentration
of l/2c*.
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Figure 5.11 Electrophoretic mobility versus molecular weight for
poly(styrene sulfonate) in pullulan solution of molec-
ular weight 380,000 g/mol at concentrations of 1/2 and
1/4 c*.
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Figure 5.12 Electropherogram: poly(styrene sulfonate) in 380,000
molecular weight pullulan solution at a concentration
of l/2c*.
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Figure 5.13 Electrophoretic mobility versus molecular weight of
poly(styrene sulfonate) in pullulan solution of molec-
ular weight 380,000 g/mol at five diff'erent electric field
strengths at a concentration of 1/4 c*.
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Figure 5.14 Electrophoretic mobility versus molecular weight for
poly(styrene sulfonate) in pullulan solution of molec-
ular weight 856,000 g/mol at concentrations of l/8c*,
l/4c% l/2c% and c*.
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Figure 5.15 Electropherogram: poly(styrene sulfonate) in 856,000
molecular weight pullulan solution at a concentration
of 1/2 c*.
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Figure 5.16 Electrophoretic mobility versus molecular weight for
poly(styrene sulfonate in pullulan solution of molecu-
lar weight 1,600,000 g/mol at concentrations of l/4c%
l/2c% 3/4c% c% and 2c*.
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Figure 5.17 Electropherogram: poly(styrene sulfonate) in 1,600,000
molecular weight pullulan solution at a concentration of
1/4 c*.
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CHAPTER 6
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
'I'Ik' (oiiil)iiic<l sirniihilioii mid cxin'riiMciiinl results of lliis thesis work confirm
ciitnii^lciiiciit (loiriiiiaJcd iii(>( luuiistii to be priiimril y rcspoiisihie Cor the stroiif;-
inolcciiliir wei^i,!)!, (liscriiriiiia,tioii potentially achieved in a dilute neutral polyniei'
solution matrix. Tyiufi, t()g(!tli(!r the observed trends in the experimental work with
th
(:()ii(('|)(,ii;illy when discusscHl in Iciiiis of viscosity model advaiiccul by liiuU)
[77, 121] juid \]\v. (Miiropic harriors inod(»l, advanced by MiiMiukuiiiar [(i l, G5, 67, 72]
and co-workcus.
Tlif first inodc! of (^hu-troplion^tic soi)arati()ii lo Inkc iiilo nccoiinl. I lic llcxibil-
ity of si(*vinK tn(nlia, is ;uIv;uic(h1 hy hodc |77J2I|. lUxlo nrii^um iJiat
(^V(Mi ;i iiintrix is iiol- rij^id, ;ind lJuil, separnJ-ioii is due lo viscosity (^fleets of
niinlyt.cs iiitcracl/nifi, with iiwitrix cliniiis. lie predicts ;uid coiiiiriiis <*\pciiiii(Mit;dly
tli;ii scpiiiaiioii is ;icliicv;d)lc in polymer solntions. (lombinin^; l\\v concep(,s ot tli(;
O^i^ston si(*vin^ iiuxh^l, which emi)hasiz(\s tli(* prohabihty of hits on a matrix lihor,
with the conc(^i)t of 'Tractioiiai sjx'cilic rcsistiUice'' (I^'SR), he a,ttem|)ts to lind a,
r(^latioiishi|) Ix^twcuMi IsSH., host polynun- paiamcters, a,nd pr()b(> coil conlbrmaiions,
l)y c()iisi(hM iii}z, th(^ ^cl as a, siiccc^ssion of sluu^ts of viscoelastic obstrnctions. 1 121]
Th<* i (*h*vanc(^ of Boch^'s i(l(^a,s lo this discussion hes primarily iii th(* Idni- factors
which h(* outliiK^s as bciiiK rcs])Oiisible for se])aration in a, |)olym(n-ic matrix, namely,
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comsion frequency, contact dumlion, size, dependent friction, and cooperativity of
matrix Jibers. Barron and co-workers ivier to Bode's tlu^orios in the formulation
of their transient entanglement coupling mechanism of dilute solution s(>i)aration
[2]. Theii- (Uiscription, however, neglects to account for all of th(! factors Bod(> con-
siders, and proposes size discrimination to occur through the increased probability
of probe host entanglement as probe size increases. The results of our sinnilations
rev(!al and confirm the importance of all of the four factors outlined by Bode, in the
size discriiniujition imparted solely through single chain entanglements. Our frozen
host sirriuhitioii, Ibcusing on the effect of ])robe qualities, demonstrates a very strong
molecular w(!ight discrimination available through a single chain (uitanglement, and
mak(;s obvious, the importance of tlu; factors of collision freciuency (probability of
entanglement) and contact duration (entanglement ihnv.), both of which contribute;
to the molecular w(>ight depend(;nce of the retention time. The mobile host simula-
tion dcuiionstrates the importance of the other two factors of size dependent friction
(prob(> mobility) and cooperativity of matrix fibers (entanglement duration), both
of whicli are shown to be strongly dependent on matrix molecular weight. Break-
ing down tlie mechanism into these four contributing factors is helpful. By simple
conceptual understanding of how conditions such as Debye length, cliarg(> density,
stiffness, and so forth affect a i)articular factor such as collision frecjuency niak(>s
it easicn- to i)r(Klict the overall effect this factor will hav(> on seijaration and hence
mak(>s an ea,si(u- task of matrix optimization.
The (uitropic barriers model [04,65,67,72] may provide a useful conceptual de-
scription of dilute solution separation behavior. Originally derivcnl to (>xi)laiii sep-
aration occurring through partitioning in a random porous medium, th(> model
describ(>s a g(>l as an entropic hvc (<nergy surfac(> over which molecular weight
discrimination is i)r()vi(led through a Boltzman partitioning of energy states. Tn
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this description, an entropic free energy surface is created through a restriction of
conformation, with a restriction viewed as a compartment which acts as a "l)ottle-
n(!ck". The entropic barriers concept, however, is appUcabk; to any conformational
restriction arising through topoh)gical constraint.
The entropic barriers model predicts that in gels the regime of maxinmm molec-
ular w(>ight discrimination lies within the intermediate, "weakly confined" state
where probe coil size and the characteristic matrix mesh size are similar. In an
entangled sohition, tlu; characteristic size
^,
determining the level of confinement is
the mesh size and is a function of concentration. In a dilute solution, there are two
characteristic sizes affecting tlu; separation, as d(!i)icted in Figure G.l, Figure G.2
Figure 6.1 Source of characteristic sizes ^ for dilute versus entangled
illustrates the relationship between probe and host sizes showing how the strongest
Dilute Solution: c<c* Entangled Solution: c>c*
solution matrices.
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interaction between probe and iiost occurs when they ar(^ of comparable size. When
one is much smaller than the other, they don't "see" each other. This effect is re-
flected in the experimental results which show a sigmoidal shape in thv. mobility
versus log of molecular weight curves, with the inflection typically occurring where
prob(> a,nd host sizes are similar. At increased concentration the curve inflection
Electric Field
M»N M«N
Figure 6.2 Schematic depiction of relative sizes of probe and host
point is shifted to the left due to decrease in the characteristic size 4^- In higher
molecular weight matrices, where smaller probe chains are not separated at lower
concentrations, an increased concentration brings about improved separation by
decreasing the spaces between host coils.
Tli(^ concept of confinement regimes is more readily applied to a gel environment
than to a dilute solution. The lack of symmetry in the dilute environment is due
to the unentangled nature of the matrix. In a gel, the confinement is real: due to
0
crosslmking the matrix is fixed. In contrast, a dilute solution provides a relaUve
confinement, wherein the confinement is experienced as "real" only when the host
chains are significantly larger than the probe chains. The "confinement" is reduced
to a mean viscosity effect in the extreme where matrix chains are much smaller
than probe chains. Hence, a "strongly confined" behavior does not appear m
polymer solution matrices until the concentration of the matrix solution approaches
or exceeds the entanglement threshold, and entanglements produce confinement.
This argument explains why host chains are effective when larger than probe chains,
and small matrix chains are less effective in general, as they provide only minimal
confinement, acting instead, as viscosifiers to large probes.
In a dilute solution, there are two types of constraint providing entropic free
energy surfaces, one due to the space between matrix chains, similar to a pore or
channel, and the other due to entanglement interactions with matrix chains. As a
migrating polyelectrolyte would be expected to take the "path of least resistance"
,
it is likely that the lesser of the two barrier heights, is the strongest determinant of
the lower end of the strong separation range. Optimum separation occurring in the
"entropic barriers" regime where characteristic size ^ and Rg are similar would be
expected to occur when the lowest of the two barrier heights had the appropriate
characteristic size for the smaller chains, but produced a barrier height too large
for the larger chains. The separation range could be expanded to address two size
ranges when concentration is high enough to produce on the order of the small
chains, forcing the larger chains to entangle with matrix molecules, which are large
enough to produce true confinement and strong separation of larger chains. This
explains results showing optimum separation across the broadest range when the
matrix molecular weight is high, and the concentration is high, but still somewhat
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below c* as in the case of the 1,G()0,()()() molecular weight pullulan solution at 1 /2c*
shown in Figure 5.1G in Chapter 5.
In conclusion, the separation mechanism operating in a dilute solution (mviron-
ment is (loiniiiat(Kl by chain entanglements between probe and host. Th(> nu^cha-
nisrn involves two characteristic length scales dependent on host molecular weight
and concentration, each contributing to the separation. The separation occurring
in dilutee solutions can be affected by many variables affecting single chain entangh-
ments. The dilute solution type of separation is most effective using a host polymer
possessing a molecular w(>ight similar to the molecular weight of the largest analyte
in th(! range of d(\sir(!d s(;i)aration.
Futur(! work must hrst involve determination of the generality of these conclu-
sions. Inv(;stigations in this area also ne(!d to addrciss more fully th(! role of matrix
polydisi)(!rsity and relative stiffness in the entanglement proc(!ss and tlu; effect of
complexation between probe and host.
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APPENDIX
DOUBLE-STRANDED DNA SEPARATIONS
Feasibility of pullulari solutions being used for the separation of ds-DNA has
also been tested during the course of this thesis work. Experiments were performed
in the same manner and under the same conditions as those for the poly(styrene
sulfonate;), with the exception of the })uffer system, which consisted of 0.089 M
lYis-boric acid with 0.005 M EDTA, yielding a pH of 8.15. Separation of a 123 bp
ladder ranging from 123 bp to 4182 bp, and a 1 kbp ladder ranging from 1018 bp to
12,216 bp was attempted. The separations achieved were either poor or insignificant
and are therefore not reported here. It is possible that the concentrations being
used w{!re inadequate for separation of ds-DNA; other researchers have found that
the concentrations required for separation of ds-DNA with a flexible polymer host
(poly (acrylic acid)) are double those required for separation with a stiffer host
(hydroxyethylcellulose) [3]. Pullulan is a flexible polymer and ds-DNA is extremely
stiff. It is likely that comparable stiffness between host and probe is a pertinent
condition for optimum separation, as it would strongly cfl'ect the dynamics of single
chain entanglements. This is a question yet to b(! addressed.
Another possible issue contributing to the determination of appropriate con-
centration is the way in which polydispersity affects the nature of the overlap
concentration. In work of other researchers on ds-DNA, polydisperse polymer sys-
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I.(mis have Uvr.n us(hI, aiul cmulap concentrations hav<> hcvn (l(>tcrniin(>(l cn.phically
from tli(> slope (,[ th(> viscosity v(«rsus concentration cnrve[l,2]. How tii(> cmipiri-
cally (ietcuinined overlap conccmiration dif^rs from that the(,r(>tically calculated, in
a rrioiiodisp(!rse system, is not clear.
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